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Foreword

This is my attempt at a sort of biography of my life. It's really just remembrances as far as I
can go back, just in case in years to come some members of the family would like to know
what it was like to be living in Barbados, how I was brought up and what we used to do as
boys - just things that I can remember from time to time. I'm sure there will be lots of things left
out, but here goes.
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Growing up in Fontabelle
I David H. Badley, was born on April 24th, 1926 in a house called Lavington in Fontabelle,
Barbados, West Indies. Fontabelle was the area as well as being the name of the road. It was
one of the oldest areas of the Island because, although I'm not sure of the date, the house at
the very northern end of Fontabelle called Holborn used to be Government House. In my day,
Government House had long been moved to its present situation on Pine Road because,
according to the history books, it was too near to the coast in the event of an invasion by
pirates or the like - about 500 yards. Holborn had a beautiful evergreen tree in front of it, and
two concrete guardhouses at the bottom of the gap facing the main Fontabelle road, with a
reasonably long drive up to the house. I never went inside, but it was apparently very nice.
Next door to Lavington, to the Bridgetown side, was Herbert House, which was the family
residence of old John Herbert, my grandmother's father. Grandpa and Granny Badley lived
there, and that was where Daddy and his sisters and brother were born and brought up.
Lavington actually was built on a piece of land which was cut off from the Herbert House land
and given to Daddy. The house itself was built for Daddy by old George Herbert, my great uncle,
and given to him. There are pictures in the album of it being built, probably around 1922. I am not
sure how many years Mummy and Daddy had been living there prior to my arrival, but Geoffrey
was born in a house in Black Rock and the three of them moved into Lavington after it was built
sometime before I was born in 1926. Herbert House had been rebuilt in 1920-21 from a one-storey
building with a full-size basement to a two storey house with four bedrooms upstairs and a large
dining room with a bedroom off from it. The drawing room had a verandah off either side, and
there was a front gallery with the front steps covered over.
Mummy's family name was Cox. The Coxes - Grandpa Charlie Cox - at one time lived in the house
on the northern side of Lavington called Canarsie. Mummy's mother was a Howard, and Uncle
Bertie's family tree would have all the Cox and Howard family. Aunt Ina, Mummy's sister who
never got married, lived with her mother and father. I can remember going over next door to
Canarsie which has since been pulled down. Salisbury, to the north of Canarsie, was owned by
Sidney Herbert who was Daddy's uncle - his mother's brother. He was John Herbert's child, the

Lavington, Fontabelle Salisbury, Fontabelle
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The original Herbert House The new Herbert House

others being Jessie and Lillian. Lillian married Joe Hoad, Ted Hoad's uncle, but died as a young
woman. Then below Salisbury was a place called Harmony Hall where the Hoad’s lived (Ted
Hoad's grandparents), and as boys we used to go down there, but more about that later. Those
three properties were sold some time after the Deep Water Harbour opened in 1961 to
Manning Wilkinson & Challenor who built a new complex for their lumber and hardware store.
So that's just a little information about the area where I was born.
Lavington was an upstairs house. There were two bedrooms to the front and one to the back
of the house, and a little dressing room off one to the front. There was a little kitchenette
upstairs, and a bathroom/toilet, etc. The way the house was built there was one corner at the
back which was open underneath which had wooden sides and was built on pillars, and in the
late 1930's, before the war, Daddy had it filled in and put stairs at the back of the house and
had a tub bath put in. The toilet was always in the same place, but there was a wall to the
outside and not just a wooden structure.

Canarsie – 1930’s Holborn, Fontabelle

Opposite to the east of Lavington was Pickwick Gap which led up to Kensington Oval. The
Pickwick Cricket Club utilized the grounds and still does. We used to run over there and play
on Saturday mornings. Next to that was the St. Mary's Church Vicarage where the Rev.
Conliffe and family lived - Gloria, David, Ingrid, Mark and the others whose names I can't
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remember. The beach was right behind our backyard fence. The picture following shows the
bridge or jetty going out into the sea about 200 feet, probably built in the 1920's.
I can remember as a little boy going out on this bridge. It had a sort of changing room at the
end, with a shingle roof, benches on two sides and two doors, with steps going down into the
sea.  Halfway up the jetty from the beach there were more steps where we used to anchor off
small boats called "moses" - for rowing or sculling out to the bigger boats which Daddy, Uncle
Tom Herbert and Uncle Fred Reed had anchored out further from the shore.

Herbert House jetty Sailing on Shamrock

Uncle Tom had a power motor launch "Hazel Y", which was used as a patrol boat during the
war (see account of torpedo attack later on). They used the small boats from the steps to go
off to their respective yachts. There are also pictures in the album of a boat called "Shamrock"
that was owned by George Herbert. She was a big open boat that Daddy used to go out in.
When he was engaged to Mummy, on one occasion he nearly drowned her and I think it was
Aunt Lil, Aunt Winn and Aunt Mags. They went out sailing and the wind must have caught it,
and being an open boat it turned over. Daddy could swim, of course, but he was trying to hold
on to Mummy and Aunt Lil. I think old Mr. Joe Taggert came out from the shore and rescued
them, but there was a big lot of confusion.
As I said before, next to Canarsie, was Salisbury, owned by Sidney Herbert, where Uncle Ted
and Aunt Jenny (Uncle Tom's sister) lived. Sidney's wife was Mabel Kitchen and we used to
call her May-May. She was the daughter of a Captain Kitchen from Picton, Nova Scotia. Hazel
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Patterson has the family tree of the Herberts and the relationship with Captain Kitchen. I
believe Daddy told the story that Uncle Sid went to Canada on a sailing vessel, met a storm
and the schooner lost two of her spars or something like that - a very frightening experience.
There was a lot of trade with Canada and there have always been very close ties with Canada
from the early days because sail vessels used to bring down salt fish or cod, which was a
staple diet of the poor people in those days. It was very cheap then, but nowadays it is as
expensive as sirloin steak. Salted cod still comes to Barbados but not in the same quantities. I
remember when I worked at Barclay's Bank seeing the drafts coming in for $10,000 for salted
cod, which in those days was a lot of money. The drafts were for W. S. Munroe & Co., which
was run by Bill Grace, father of Johnny Grace who was a later boyhood companion. Aunt Lil
and Uncle Fred lived at Gladstonia, which was owned by the family business, T. Herbert Ltd.
To the south of Herbert House was Dunford owned by Uncle Tom Herbert. He rebuilt it to the
present plan in 1937-38, I think. Gladstonia was next to Dunford.

Jane (Aunt Jenny) Herbert, Sidney Herbert, Mabel Herbert and Tom Herbert Grandpa Cox at Ellerslie.

So there was a series of houses in line really - Gladstonia to the south, then Dunford, then
Herbert House, then Lavington, then Canarsie where Grandpa Cox lived at one time. When
Granny Cox died, Aunt Ida and Grandpa Cox came and lived with either Mummy and Daddy
or Uncle Norman and Aunt Annie who lived up in St. George in a house called Mayfield.
Below that was Salisbury where Uncle Sid and Aunt May-May lived. Uncle Ted, Jenny and
Betty lived there after Uncle Sid died in 1936. Below that was Harmony Hall where the Hoads
lived. Daddy was friendly with Teddy, Johnny and Willie. Teddy's son Ted (Ted-Ted as we
used to call him) was my friend and we grew up together. Ted was born, I think, at Vaucluse
Factory in St. Thomas where Uncle Teddy was Manager. He came to school in town and used
to stay at Aunt Glads at Harmony Hall and we used to play together as boys.
Canarsie was owned by Dr. Archie Herbert who lived up at Dover on Maxwell Main Road. He
owned a lot of land up there which is now built up with hotels and houses. After Granny and
Grandpa Cox died, Canarsie was rented by John (Arthur Russell) Toppin and they had four
children - Hazel, Stanton, Harry and Fred. I forget what year they came to live there but it
would be around 1936. Fred was my age, and all the boys used to go over and play in their
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back yard. I remember old Mr. Toppin, who was a great old man, used to come and play
cricket or whatever with us. He was manager of T. Geddes Grant, which was a Trinidad
company which had a sales office in Barbados. They were commission agents for a number of
food items, hardware, paints and other things. We used to go over there and play cricket,
football, hockey, croquet, etc., in their back yard. I remember when the fad called "rollers"
came in. A roller consisted of a metal bicycle rim without spokes, and a metal guide shaped
like a "U" with a handle which you put behind the roller. You ran and pushed the roller, and
could control it by twisting and turning your hand left or right – turning the "U" shaped guide
around to stop the roller. We used to have a great time in the Toppin's backyard at Canarsie.
We had a regular course around trees where we used to have races. It must be many a mile
that I ran there in that sandy backyard.
I don't know if I was premature, but I only weighed about 4 1/2 Ibs. at birth or something like
that.  I was a very "delicate" baby - the term used at that time - and Mummy had to wrap me
up in cotton wool because there were no incubators for premature babies in those days. She
said that for the first couple of months, because I was so small, she had to wrap me in the
cotton wool and put me on a pillow which she would hold, rather than holding me. Apparently I
used to turn blue sometimes, and when an old family friend saw me on one such occasion she
told Granny Badley that "Leila would never raise that baby", so I didn't start off very healthy!
There are pictures in the album taken at my christening or soon after, with Mummy, Daddy,
Geoffrey who was five years' older than me and Granny Badley and Aunt Lil (see above). I
have been told how sickly I was, and I do remember when I used to get colds I had to be
dressed up in a Yaeger vest and a cotton vest.
In fact, every evening when we went out we had to wear shoes and socks. We had an old
nurse called Skeete who used to look after me. From what I can remember, Geoffrey and I
didn't play a lot together, mostly because he was a lot older and was more particular with his
toys. I was a little more careless and he quite naturally never liked me to trouble his toys
because I would break them up! But we got along together very well although there was a

five-year age
difference.
I have been told
that I was very
wicked as a child,
and I remember
Mummy didn't
spare the belt
when I did
something wrong.
I always tell
people these days
that I smile at the
way that you can't
touch a child. I
realize we live in a
different era and
have to deal with

Taken at Lavington in 1926. Mummy, Geoffrey, Dad, me Grandpa
Badley, Aunt Lil, Grannie Badley.

Geoffrey, me and Dad in 1929.
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things the way they are, but I know that I refrained from doing wrong when I knew I would get
a licking. When I saw Mummy coming with the belt I used to cry before the licks actually
started. I never found this adversely affected me.
Growing up in Fontabelle, from what I can remember, I used to go down to the Hoad’s at
Harmony Hall - the brothers Ted, John, George and Tony, and then there were the cousins
Len, Jackie and Margaret who lived further down Fontabelle. At one time when they were
bigger boys they used to stay at Harmony Hall with Aunt Glads. She lived at Harmony Hall
after her mother and father died. I remember old Granny Hoad. Teddy, Johnny and Willie
Hoad were very musical, and as a boy, Daddy used to play the guitar with Willie Hoad. We
boys later found the remains of these guitars, and much to my shame and regret we virtually
destroyed them, picking out the mother-of-pearl inlay and so on. That's when you're young
and foolish and nobody corrects you.

Back yard of Harmony Lodge about 1937. Jackie Hoad,Ted Hoad,
me, John Hoad, Tony Hoad.

More formal in Herbert House yard with Ted Hoad, me, Geoffrey,
Pam Reid.

Daddy tells the story how one day he and the Hoad boys were painting a boat in the back yard
at Harmony Hall and Mrs. Head's dog called "Fine Thing(?)" came and scratched up sand on
the paint. One of the boys gave the dog a good slap with a paintbrush and he ran into the
house and jumped up in Mrs. Hoad's lap, paint and all.
In 1933 Mummy and Daddy went to England for three months and left Geoffrey and me at
Herbert House with Granny Badley and Aunt Win, Aunt Mags and Aunt Ess. Aunt Lil was
married and lived to the southern (town) side of Herbert House at Gladstonia next door to
Dunford where Uncle Tom Herbert and Aunt Edie, and cousins Hazel and Yvonne lived, and
we all grew up together. Hazel married John Patterson and Yvonne married Joey Armstrong.
As mentioned previously, I was a very sickly and delicate child and had a lot of colds, and
Mummy had to be very careful with me up to the age of about 10, around the time when
Geoffrey and I went to England with Mummy and Daddy. In 1933 when I was 7 I had
bronchitis and they put me in an antiphlogistine jacket. This was some sort of a paste that you
heated up and put between two layers of cotton wool, and put on your chest to give warmth
and help clear congestion in your lungs. We never had penicillin in those days, of course.
Mummy and Daddy nearly didn't go to England because of this, but old Dr. Bancroft who was
the family doctor said that he thought the worst was over and they could go. They went out on
the M/V Columbia. There are pictures in the album of the second trip when they went to
England in 1936 with Geoffrey and myself on board the Columbia, at the fancy dress dance.
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Anyway, as I said before I was staying with Granny while Mummy and Daddy were away in
England - about two months or six weeks - and there are many tales of how I behaved not so
good. I think I had better record them to show that at least I'm not afraid to say how wicked I
was!  All of us were wicked, I suppose, but anyway ……..
To start with, when Mummy was going she brought over a leather belt to Granny Badley and
said "this is to be used on David when he behaves naughty - he is a very wicked little child".
Apparently Granny said "Leila, I won't touch him". I don't know whether I heard that or not, but
it's not good for children to hear what grown-ups are going to do with them because if they
know that things will be easier they will behave as they like. Anyway, I was left with the idea
that I could do as I liked which was not very good.
I was taken to church by Granny one Sunday at St. Leonard's which was a bit ridiculous
because I was only seven at the time. Of course I had no interest in what was going on and
started to yawn and stretch. When I came back home, Granny said "well I'm not taking you to
church again - you behaved too badly". So the next Sunday, wicked as I was, I said to myself
if I couldn't go I would hide Granny's gloves, which she always wore to church, and prayer
book. She kept them at Herbert House on a little shelving at the top of the steps where there
were books. So I think I hid them behind the books on the same shelf, and then I went over to
Canarsie to Aunt Ina where I was allowed to go. There were connecting gates where you
could walk through from yard to yard - you didn't have to go out on the road or on the beach.
When Granny came to go to church she couldn't find her prayer book or gloves, and said to
herself I bet David has hidden them, so she phoned Aunt Ina and asked to speak to me. She
said "David, have you hidden my gloves". I must say, I didn't hesitate, and said "yes, they
are.....".
There are all sorts of things that I used to do. They claimed I put sand on old Grandpa's razor
strap. He used to shave with a cutthroat razor which he sharpened on the strap. I don't recall
ever doing that, though. The other thing I did which was kind of wicked was one Sunday
Grandpa was sleeping in his bed and I got underneath and bumped it up and down and shook
him. He, poor old fellow, woke up and called "Jessie, Jessie, there's an earthquake; come
quick, get the children". Of course I must have laughed out or something. That was not so
good a prank to play on my grandfather and I should have got licks for that.
We used to swim in the sea a lot as boys, when I was 10 or 12, and stay in the sun all the
time, and I remember Granny telling me "David, you are ruining your skin in the sun like that
all day". I used to laugh at her and say "Granny, you're joking - that's not true", and of course
now on my hands, head and my back I have the results of that. In those days, they knew that
going in the sun caused sun cancers, and people protected themselves as much as they
could. Of course there was nothing you could put on like nowadays with all the lotions and sun
blocks so nothing was done, and in fact it was quite a thing to see how brown you could get.
As I said earlier, when I was small I was never allowed to go in the sun too much, but I
certainly did when I got healthier.
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Holidays at Cattlewash

Train crossing bridge at Belleplaine, St. Andrew. Train passing Tenby at Bathsheba.

Another aspect of our lives, Geoffrey and myself when we were boys, was every year (that
would be in the early 1930's) Daddy used to rent a big, lovely old house called Tenby at
Bathsheba. This house was owned by Harold Austin, and was later converted into the
Edgewater Hotel. It has never done very well as a hotel and has been through numerous
owners. Anyway, we have some pictures taken of the family Sunday breakfast parties at
Tenby, and of Tenby itself from the drive-in side and also from out at a little concrete seat
called "Cup and Saucer" that was out on a promontory of land and you could look back and
see Tenby built up on a sort of embankment.
There was a train which ran from Belleplaine to Bridgetown along Bathsheba and through
Bath and Consets Bay, across St. Philip, down through Christ Church, across Belle Gully,
right down through Kingston and across Carrington's Village into Bridgetown. The train used
to pass right under Tenby, and they had to build a huge retaining wall to hold back the land.
This wall was probably about 25 feet tall. There was a wooden bridge with concrete pillars
over Joe's River. On the sea side there was a sheer drop down another 20 or 30 feet down to
the beach. The train used to pass morning and evening, and after dark around seven o'clock
you could see the lights coming. We used to jump up and go and stand up on the rail looking
directly down on the train track, and have the train coming "choo-choo-choo-choo" right under
you, and you would feel the hot air coming up from the chimney. We would watch it going right
away down past Cattlewash and down to Belleplaine. Next morning the same thing would
happen. Around seven o'clock you would see it coming like a snake right down past
Cattlewash, and we would go out on the same railing and look over. Daddy took a picture of
the train as it came over Joe's River, and there are also pictures in the album of Joe's River
Bridge.
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View of Tenby from Cup & Saucer. Me on stilts at Tenby.

You could send a letter by the train. Daddy would go down and stand up at the bottom of
Tenby gap that led across the train tracks and down to the beach, holding out the letter, and
the fellow driving the train would snatch it out of his hand as the train passed. One morning
the letter dropped, and the old fellow stopped the train just before they got to Powell Spring,
the next place above, and Daddy picked up the letter and ran and gave it to the driver. So this
shows what service you could get in those days.
Those were lovely days at Tenby. We used to go and play as boys down in Joe's River
catching what we called crayfish - like little lobsters. We would shoot at things with catapults
and air guns, but we didn't like to use the air guns down at Bathsheba because the salt spray
made them rust. I must say it was a great life down there. We always had friends staying with
us. There is a picture in the album of Jean Arundell who used to come and visit. She was
much older than I was but her father and mother knew Mummy and Daddy very well. Joan
Wells (she was a Pontifex) used to come and stay with us - we used to call her Mickey Mouse
- and Geoffrey had a friend called Norman Clarke who lived in Fontabelle and used to come
down and stay with us at Tenby. There are pictures there of Dorothy and Mary Austin
spending some time with us. They were older than us.
So there was always somebody staying at the house. It had a huge bedroom to the front with
another bedroom beside that, and then two bedrooms on the back to the west side and one
bedroom downstairs. There was no electricity so we used kerosene oil lamps. There was a
dresser at the foot of the stairs that had a row of these lamps, and every night everybody
lighted one to take upstairs. Daddy had two Coleman pressure lanterns which were used over
the dinner table, but they would be put out and we would use just the kerosene lamps to go to
bed with.
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Back row - Grannie Badley, Daddy, Grandpa Badley, Uncle Tom
Herbert, Aunt Edie Herbert, Aunt Mags, Uncle Win, Uncle Sydney
Herbert, Cousin Helen McCaskie,Aunt Mabel Herbert.  Middle row –
Aunt Win, Aunt Lil, Aunt Coral Badley, Averil Lamming (Aunt Coral’s
sister), Aunt Jennie, Mum.  Front row – Geoff, Norman Clark, Uncle
Ted Williams, Yvonne Herbert, Betty Williams, Hazel Herbert, Molly
Cox, self.

Standing back row – Brenda Nurse, her father Sydney Nurse, Aunt
Lil, Aunt Coral, Uncle Tom, Aunt Edie, Mrs. Mrs. May Nurse, Mrs.
Olive Austin, Dorothy Austin, Harold Bancroft, Mary Austin, Aunt
Mags, Uncle Norman Cox.  Sitting second row – Grandpa Cox,
Aunt Mabel Herbert, Grannie Badley, Aunt Ess, Mum.  Sitting third
row – Michael Nurse, Uncle Fred Reid, Aunt Annie Cox, Dorothy
Lamming, Yvonne Herbert, Mr. Halley Austin, Aunt Win, Uncle
Herbert Cox.  Front row – Hazel Herbert, Betty Williams, Isobel
Cox, Pamela Reid, self holding “Jock”

When Mummy was going down to Tenby, we would have a lorry loaded with all the things she
was taking, including a little mesh wire cage for the fowls - probably about six or eight -
because we would kill the fowls to eat at the big breakfasts on Sundays. She would take down
bags of walaba wood that used to come from Guyana - approximately seven big crocus bags
(700 Ibs.) of this wood to burn in the wood stove - and trunks with the clothes. The servants
used to go down on the back of the lorry. Of course there was no frigidaire, so we had to get
big blocks of ice which went in a large box filled with sawdust, and we would keep items like
butter in there so they wouldn't go soft. You couldn't freeze anything, but what had to be kept
cool was kept in this big sawdust and icebox.
Right behind Tenby was Joe's River with grape trees and whitewood trees overhanging the
rocks, and we would climb around these rocks and up and down. I suppose it's a wonder we
didn't get hurt falling down on these rocks. It was quite a glorious youth. The sea, of course,
was very rough as you can see from pictures in the album. When I first went down to Tenby in
the early thirties, as I said earlier I was sickly and often had colds, so they didn't let me stay in
the sea too long. There are pictures taken of me on the beach in about 1936 when I was
around 10, but before I used to just go down to bathe, and they would take me out of the sea
and dry me off and change me behind one of the rocks and put on clothes because Mummy
didn't like me to run around in a wet bath suit. All that changed over the years. But it certainly
was a wonderful time, and there are pictures of the family gatherings at Tenby.
We also stayed at one time at Round House which was called that because it was actually a
round building, built that way because of hurricanes, I suppose. I don't remember too much
about it because I was very small when we went there, but there was a terribly steep hill to get
out to the road. The house is still there, but it has been considerably renovated and added to.
You can see the basic original shape, with a gallery around it. I don't know who owns it now.
Some English people bought it. And then one year we went to Powell Spring owned by Mr.
Aubrey Carter, but we liked old Tenby best.
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To back up a bit in the 1930's, before Uncle Fred married Aunt Lil, he used to stay with us for
some time in Fontabelle - I don't know why. Daddy had a white bull terrier called Pompy and
this was a serious dog. He had a doghouse and a long chain. Uncle Fred was coming back in
from a night out one time and Daddy didn't remember that Pompy was loose in the backyard.
Uncle Fred just got in the gate and Pompy made a rush at him; he was just able to get back
out and shut the gate, and then had to call Daddy to get Pompy in.
As I said, this dog was chained to the doghouse. Friends of Daddy's, the Deanes, used to
come through our yard to go and swim. They lived at Galba Lodge, a bit higher up Fontabelle.
They used to come through and "bow-wow/' at him and he would fly out, but of course the
chain would pull him back before he reached them. One day this girl - I think she was Sheila

Deane –
misjudged the
distance that
Pompy could run
without being
pulled back by the
chain, and he put
one bite in her
foot and took a
piece right out. He
was a serious dog
- I don't know
what happened to
him in the end,
whether he died
or Daddy had to

put him away or what.
Another thing I wanted to mention was with regard to the jetty on the beach behind Lavington.
In the picture album there is a copy of the Act of Parliament that went through to allow the jetty
to be built by old Sidney Herbert and his sister Jessie. That will give the year, but it must have
been the early twenties. It was built out of Douglas fir wood, which was a dark red-brown.
One year around 1932, Uncle Bertie came out from America on one of his trips. He had what
you would call nowadays a slipped disk, and got this terrible pain in his back and couldn't
move. Dr. Ward, Billy Ward's uncle, told him to go and lie in the sun and the heat would do
him good.   So they put up a kind of screen on the jetty and Aunt Carrie put two beds down
there and a little kerosene oil stove, and they ran in electricity to give him light at night. He
lived down there for about two or three months. Every day he used to lie in the sun without
any clothes on. He wrote on one of the boards of the house right where the bed was "At one
time my back was the colour of this wood'.  He never really got completely better and he had
to be lifted on board the boat that took him back to America. They brought him out to the boat
on a stretcher and then he was carried up the gangway by a huge coloured fellow called
Nathan who worked as a stevedore. Back in America he eventually started reading Christian
Science and it really gave him the faith to move, because I think by that time the back had
mended itself, but he still had to be careful.  He was able to walk, of course, and went back to
work.

Back row – Averil Lamming, Aunt Lil, Uncle Fred, Aunt Mags,
Grandpa Badley, Aunt Edie, Aunt Jennie, Yvonne Herbert, Dad.  Front
row – Geoffrey, Mum, Aunt Win, Molly Cox, Betty Williams, Hazel
Herbert.

Aunt Lil, Aunt Win and Aunt
Mags in front - 1932
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So, that was Fontabelle. I don't know if I have mentioned earlier the games that we used to
play. Of course there was cricket and football with the Toppins, and the Hoads the same thing
in their backyard. We used to play cowboys and Indians up in an old house that old Willie
Hoad used to live in. He had tuberculosis and lived out there by himself, and we used to play
under the house in some small boats that the Hoads had there. We had cap pistols like six-
shooters, and they had paper caps which went off "plap-plap-plap-plap". At the Toppins we
used to do the same thing. We had catapults and used to shoot things, and we had two sides.
I recall one of the most frightening experiences of my life. I was on top of a shed Mr. Toppin
had built to haul the boats under - "Stella" and "Mischief" - playing with Fred and Geoffrey
Jones (Teddy Jones' son), and Lionel Edwards (Patcha), and I hit Geoffrey in the eye with a
cordia berry - pow. There were cordia trees which bore a white softish berry around the seed.
The eye was all red and he said he couldn't see, and he was so frightened. I was frightened
as well and we didn't know what to do. Geoffrey's mother had died when he was a young boy
and he used to live with his grandmother, and we conjured up the plan that Geoffrey would tell
his grandmother than he had been using the catapult and the catapult fork had got out of his
hand as he pulled it back and the fork had hit him in the eye. We were frightened to tell her
that we were fighting and that I had done it. But it never affected his eye as far as I know.
Luckily, it was just blood-shot and after a couple of days the blood cleared up and he could
see all right, thank goodness. Geoffrey and myself are still good friends. He went to Canada
afterwards and came back to Barbados in the 1970's - he made some good money up there.
Building Boats – large and small
Perhaps I should say something about Daddy's boats and what boats we used to use. The
first boat that I remember he had was called "Lea", and it had lead in the keel.
The boats used to be hauled up physically by men. "Lea" had a good couple of hundred
pounds of lead under her, and she was put up under the shed during the hurricane season -
September, October, November and December - and used to be launched again probably in
January. Then Daddy had another boat built in 1939 because the old boat's keel was rotten
and started to give trouble. The new boat was designed by old Mr. Henry King and this boat
Daddy called "War Cloud" because in 1939 the papers kept on saying there were these war
clouds over Europe and Germany before the war started. There are pictures of her being built
by an old fellow we used to call "Regulator" or "Reggerts" but I forget his real name. He was a
rough old fellow; he had a deep voice and didn't like boys coming around troubling his tools or
anything so.
The little dog we had, Jock, used to hate Regulator. I think he had thrown sand at him once,
and we always had to lock Jock up when he was there because he used to fly at him. "War
Cloud" was a bigger boat than "Lea", and I think Regulator charged $70 or $80 to build the
whole boat over a period of weeks. She had about twelve hundred pounds of lead under her
keel. You built the boat and put it upright, and put a box around the wooden part of the keel,
and poured the lead into the hollow area created. "War Cloud" was launched in 1939 when I
would have been thirteen or fourteen.
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“Regulator” at work on War Cloud War Cloud taking shape

War Cloud under full sail.

Ted Hoad and myself had little boats when we were around seven or eight. Uncle Teddy was
always a good skipper - a good boat builder - and could cut sails for a boat, and he built a
half-scale model of a Snipe. A Snipe was an American designed boat that had a centreboard
and was decked in so it couldn't take in water. You could turn it over flat and pull it right down
in the sea, and the water couldn't get into it. Then you would just stand up on the metal
centerboard and it would come back upright. Teddy built a half-scale model of this for Ted
which used to "pull" beautifully. I had a little flat-bottomed boat that Daddy built with the help of
Teddy Hoad which was very simply made - two pieces of wood and a keel in the centre, and
two pieces around the side. I'm sorry I never got a picture of it, but it must have been about
seven or eight feet long. We used to paddle around in the sea out there under the jetty and up
and down as boys. There is one picture of us in the album, not very clear. We used to love to
go out at low tide and paddle around in these boats.
Of course, another thing we used to make as boys in Fontabelle was "pond" boats. Again, Mr.
Toppin used to help us with these. They were about twelve inches long and had a keel at the
bottom. You used to have to hollow out the centre and put on a deck on top so as to make
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them more buoyant. We used to race these boats out on the sand bank behind the houses,
especially in August and September when the wind was out of the south after the weather
disturbances passed. Teddy Hoad used to make them, and his were always very good. He
made very fast boats. I still have one of the boats he made for Geoffrey called "Redhead",
about 24 inches long made out of cedar. It had a steam bent mast. Geoffrey had a bigger boat
he built too, and a big boat that Daddy brought out for him from England in 1936 (1933?)
called "Lynnette" - a big model of a six metre. That was what used to race on the Round Pond
in England, and we used to sail that sometimes.

Me in my paddle boat. Me on the left Ted Hoad on the right with Herbert House jetty in
the background.

At the same time, Daddy, Uncle Ted, Uncle Teddy and Uncle Fred used to race bigger boats.
These were three feet long. I think the only specifications were that they couldn't be longer
than three feet and couldn't weigh more than 20 pounds.
When those boats stood up on the ground, the height of the mast was way over the height of
us boys. The mast must have been about four feet tall. They used to race those boats far out
in the sea further down by the bell-buoy - a buoy marking the reef off Freshwater Bay which is
now called Paradise Beach. They raced from the bell buoy at Freshwater up somewhere off
Fontabelle. Uncle Tom used to go out in his motor launch, the "Hazel Y", in case any boats

got away because if there was a good wind
blowing the others were only in open "moses"
boats pulling and sculling. Somebody would
jump overboard and tack them or take them out
of the water, but if one of them got away Uncle
Tom would pick them up. There was a German
cruise liner of the Hamburg-American Line which
used to call at Barbados, the M/V Caribia, and it
used to come close into shore so you could hear
the engine. Generally these races were on
Sundays, and one Sunday morning the cruise
ship came practically through the boat race and
had everyone scattering to pick up the boats.
There's a picture in the album of Uncle Fred's
boat by itself in our backyard, and also one with
Geoffrey, Hazel, Betty and myself, I think.

“Redhead” with Hazel and Yvonne Herbert, Betty Williams,
self and Geoffrey
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We used to race those boats when we were small, and then we got bigger I built a fishing boat
(see picture below). The Hoads found a little model of a fishing boat down at old Mr. Aubrey
Stoute's who lived down at Land's End. The model was about two feet long but it was built like
a real boat. It was open - it didn't have a deck or anything, and could fill up with water. Like a
fishing boat it had prop ballast and the sails used to pull up and take down just like a real
fishing boat. We would go out fishing and sail out from the shore a little way on the sand bank
and have a piece of lead on a string and throw it over and tie it off to the fishing boat, do some
fishing, and then put back up the sails and sail back in. I still have it now - as I'm making this
tape in November 1991 - since 1939 or 40, so it's nearly 50 years' old.
I also built a boat. Mr. Toppin had got some plans out from Canada and I scaled them down to
about three feet. Daddy helped me draw out these plans and build it. There was a fair lot of
work in getting the shape of the hull because you had to cut out the different shapes down
from the deck to the keel, and then you put them on top of one another - it was built like a
sandwich. Then you cut out the centers and got a chisel and gouged out the wood to get all
the wood smooth, going to about probably a quarter of an inch of wood all round or
thereabouts. I still have that boat, but it never sailed very well. It wasn't balanced. You can't
take a model like that and expect it to do like the real thing. I called the boat "Flirt". I re-rigged
it in 1994, as can be seen from the picture.

Me with “Flirt” when built in 1940’s Fishing boat.

Geoffrey used to make models of Men-of-War - six or eight inches long - and he also made a
model of a motor launch, changed it to a schooner, and finally I think he has it now in the
shape of a twelve meter.
Living next to the sea like that, a lot of the orientation of playing was with things to do with the
water. As boys of around fifteen and sixteen, we had these long paddleboards made of wood.
They would be the predecessors to the surfboard which today is made of Styrofoam
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fibreglass. They were about ten or twelve feet long. Mine was a hollow-like frame covered with
3/8" thick white pine board. They had to have somewhere to let the water out because they
leaked a bit. Fred Toppin, Lionel Edwards and I each had one. We used to paddle on these
boards up and down outside Fontabelle beach, and I have pictures of them in my album.

“Southsea Islanders” – Fred Toppin, Lionel Edwards and
me.

We used to race bigger boats like the same one I built and another I had from Uncle Fred. Ted
Hoad had one, and we used to put them on top of these paddle boards. They used to race
further out where you couldn't stand up towards Pelican Island. Again, in the hurricane months
when the wind was from the south it was nice with the wind coming down between Pelican
Island and the shore. We really used to enjoy paddling those boards out there, and it was
terrific exercise. I know that must have helped to develop my back and arm muscles because
you were lying down, holding yourself up off of the board, and then paddling with your hands.
When we had rough weather we tried to shoot waves, but the boards were too long. If the
wave was big, when the back of the board went up in the air the front of it would be pushed
under the water, and of course you would then fly off, but you could pick up a small wave. One
evening when out with the board I stood on a lionfish. It was the second time I had got a
lionfish sting. A lionfish is really a "stone fish" which lies around on the rocks and has terrible
venom in the prongs on its back. If you stand up on it by mistake, the harder you press the
more venom goes up inside your foot. I had got stuck by one of these things about two years
prior. I was sailing boats and stopped to tack my boat. When I went to push off to swim behind
the boat, my foot landed on a lionfish and it stuck me. The pain is almost instantaneous, and I
know I ran inside the house and they called Dr. Bancroft because I was in such pain and
couldn't keep quiet in bed. I don't know if I was hollering. There's nothing you can do about it -
you just have to sit it out. It's not going to kill you but it causes a lot of pain. They put a cloth in
hot water and put it on top of my foot, I suppose to draw out the pain or poison. But the pain
lasts for about two hours and gradually goes.  This evening now when we were shooting these
waves with these boards, Fred Toppin, Harry Edwards who was Patcha's cousin, and myself,
we were all waiting for waves. I was hanging on the side of the board and my foot went down
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and it barely just touched a lionfish, and I felt it wriggle from under my foot. I knew what it was
so I paddled in quickly and got on the beach and squeezed my foot and tried to suck out some
of the poison. Eventually I had to go inside - it was hurting bad - but it wasn't as bad as the
first time and I was younger then too. Fred was out there with Harry afterwards, and Harry
went to shoot one of these waves and the board went down in the sea and shot up behind
him, and then another wave came and picked the board up. Harry went to hold it and it hit him
in the head and knocked him out. Luckily Fred saw this happen and paddled over quickly to
where Harry was being churned up from the bottom by another wave. Fred grabbled him up
and brought him in and put him on the bridge. I was inside at the time with the lion fish sting,
but old Archie King, the fisherman at Uncle Fred's, came and they had to take Harry over to
the Toppin's and call the doctor to him. He was very sick because he had a lot of seawater in
his lungs and had fever afterwards. They thought he was going to get pneumonia, but he got
better. That was one of the more serious episodes of my youth.
Fishing
To go on to another thing we used to do as boys - Fred, Patcha, myself, Harry, and Ted Hoad
sometimes - and this would be around 1940. Mr. Toppin had a boat called "Mischief" which
was a bigger boat than "War Cloud". Uncle Tom had one he built which he called "Gypsy"
which was a sister boat to "Mischief" but again slightly different, especially her keel. Both of
these boats were designed by Mr. Henry King, and both had something like a ton of lead, or
2,000 pounds of lead under the keel. We used to go out on Uncle Tom's "Gypsy". He also had
a boat called "White Wings" which was not as fast as "Gypsy". One eight weeks holidays -
July, August, September - we went out in Uncle Tom's boat with Ashton, the fisherman who
was employed to carry him off to the launch and to the boat every evening. We used to go out
in the morning, leaving probably around nine o'clock, sail up and down and try and catch fish.
Sometimes we went to a bank called Shoal Bank which was about five miles off Fontabelle
and the harbour, and we would catch fish there. This morning in question we were down there
with very little wind blowing and the boat was just rocking around, and being hot we decided to
jump in the sea and swim around the boat. This was five miles out and the fisherman wasn't
too happy. A couple of mornings after we were out at Shoal Bank again, and this time it was a
little rougher with more wind. We caught a bonita - like a small tuna type fish. I don't know who
had the line but somebody was hauling it. Just as the fish got behind the boat, there was a
large spray of water and a shark came along. We didn't see it coming, but the shark grabbed
the whole fish. Of course the line went flying. Ashton grabbed it, but it broke because it must
have been a huge shark. We were so frightened because a few mornings before we had been
out there swimming around in the same area and that shark could have passed around and
that would have been the end of one of us. So these are crazy things you do when you are
boys together. The Lord looks after us, I suppose, and some are saved and some not. That's
how life is.
One morning we caught about 22 of these bonitas in "White Wings". That was the most we
ever caught. We caught a dolphin one morning. It's a beautiful fish. When you're catching a
dolphin and it comes alongside, you see a terrific number of colours. You can still see some of
the colours on a dead dolphin on the beach, but in the sea when it's living it is a beautiful
sight. So they were the days with "Gypsy" and "White Wings". I'm going to try and get some
pictures of these boats to put in the album from Hazel Patterson. She has some pictures that
she took and I would like to get copies of them.
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Trip to England in 1936
Going back now to 1936 when Daddy and Mummy took Geoffrey and me to England. I was 10
and Geoffrey would have been 15. We stayed at a hotel at 44 Gloucester Terrace for about
six weeks or so. The hotel was run by a Mr. and Mrs. Humphries.  All the Barbadians,
especially our family, used to stay there. Mr. Humphries was a nice old man. He was a sea
captain. The hotel was quite near to Kensington Gardens near Lancaster Gate underground
station in London, and we could walk down to the Gardens. There was a huge man-made
pond there - about ten acres - and in the summer of course this pond was full of water.
Especially in the afternoon people used to come there with their little model yachts. Some
were engine driven, but most were sailboats, and you used to sail them from one side to the
other. There was generally a wind blowing. Daddy, Geoffrey and myself used to go down
there and watch them, and then of course we got Mummy and Daddy to buy us little boats
from Hamley's in London. I don't recall what they cost, but not very much in those days -
probably about £2. We also got air guns, and Geoffrey's cost around 21 shillings and mine
was 11 shillings or something like that. Daddy and Mummy used to leave us at Round Pond in
Kensington Gardens if they were going sightseeing or something, and tell us to sail our boats,
and would then pick us up when they got back. We were quite happy to do this. I remember
one time my boat went across and came straight into this crowd of boat people that were
standing there, and I couldn't get to it to tack it or pick it up. Then I went back the other side
and there it was coming across the pond so somebody must have turned it around. There are
some pictures in the album that Daddy took of Round Pond which would give an idea of the
size and the boats, but I'm sorry he never took a picture of Geoffrey and myself there sailing
our boats. We brought them back to Barbados and sailed them there too.

Conway Court Hotel in 1936. The building still stands today
with only the cars changed.

Rate sheet for Conway Court in 1936.
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Dorothy and Mary Austin, and Eileen Seale came over to England at the same time as us, and
they went around with us wherever possible because they were all single then, probably 19
and 20 years old. I think Eileen was in her late twenties, but the Austin girls must have only
been a couple of years older than Geoffrey. We were supposed to go to Scotland, but I got an
appendicitis attack. I had had one just before we left Barbados, a pain in the stomach and
thing, and I got another attack in England. Mummy and Daddy had to find a doctor and take
me off to hospital, and I had to have my appendix out. By some stroke of fate it was a
Barbadian doctor that he took out my appendix. He was Dr. Richie Batson who was an uncle
of Trevor Davies. Mrs. Davies was a Batson. The nursing home was in Hampstead where I
recuperated, and Daddy and Mummy used to come and look for me every evening. Of course
they didn't like to leave me there at night but I don't remember being frightened. They used to
stay with me until it was almost time to go to sleep. I must have been there about a week, and
when I came back to the hotel they wouldn't let me walk around very much - not like today. I
had to be very careful how I walked, and couldn't lift anything.

Geoffrey posing on porter’s motorcycle at Conway Court, London
in 1936.

Me doing the same.

We then didn't go to Scotland, and only went to Wales. There are pictures of us in Wales with
Dorothy and Mary Austin. We stayed at Swallow Falls, and our John now - 40 years later -
and Ruth went to Swallow Falls while visiting Ruth's parents who live in Wales. They have a
picture taken with the Falls in the background very similar to the one Daddy had. It's strange
how things happen. We all change, but landscapes sometimes don't change that much. We
came back on the Columbia again. Going over, at the fancy dress ball Daddy dressed up as
Haile Selassie. He got rope and shredded it out, and got black boot polish and made a beard
of it. He put a cork hat on his head and had a white suit. Geoffrey was his attendant, and he
got first prize at the fancy dress ball. Coming back, he dressed up as the press. He had
newspapers sewn all over his pants and shirt, and he had a newspaper tie which I still have at
home. It was silk and had newsprint on it. I think he got a prize but it wasn't first. There are
pictures in the album taken on board the boat.
We had a good time on that trip. I loved to watch and listen to the music and dancing at night
but was too small at 10 to dance. I don't think Mummy and Daddy did. As I said before, Daddy
got us two air rifles in 1936, Diana .177 air rifles made in Germany. Mine cost 11 1/2 shillings.
A shilling was equal to 24 cents. In those days, as far as I remember, there was no exchange
rate, and a shilling in England was the same as a shilling in Barbados. I think Geoffrey's cost
21 shillings and was a better quality than mine - a little more powerful. It was a single shot
thing; you cranked it by pulling down the barrel, put in the bullet and pushed it back up. We
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used to go out on the beach there behind the palings or behind the bush by the palings, and
try and stalk these little ring-necks. The ring-neck was about the biggest thing, but sometimes
a sandy plover would come in. That was a huge bird for us and they were a lot easier to hit.
But the little nits and the wags, we called them, and the ring-necks were plentiful.

On board MV Columbia going to England in 1936. Daddy dressed as Halie Selassie (sitting fourth from
left)

They would arrive in flocks during July, August and September when they were migrating
south. If there was bad weather these birds would come in, and also the bigger birds - yellow-
legs, plovers and crook-bills - used to come in to the swamp. Men used to rent these swamps
and go there with their shotguns and wait for these birds to come in. They had whistles and
mock birds and caged birds which were wounded or birds they had caught in a trap. They
would put these birds to whistle when the flocks were passing by high up in the air and they
would hear them. The whistles were made out of a piece of reed or bone, and the fellows
could make all the different calls that these swamp birds made. They had different whistles for
different birds. So we used to do this on a day. We would put the little lead pellets in our
mouth - I'm surprised we didn't get lead poisoning - and I'm sure some were swallowed by
mistake sometimes. I kept mine in a little tin box in my pocket. The Toppins had an air gun
too.
Riots of 1937
Going back to 1937, that was the year we had the disturbances - riots – in Barbados. It was
really the beginning of the labour union movement, and the workers were very upset over the
conditions and pay for work in the sugar industry. The unrest went from island to island. There
were riots in Trinidad, then Barbados and Jamaica. As far as I remember it was August 27th,
during the eight weeks' holidays, and Geoffrey and myself were out on the beach with our air
guns shooting at swamp birds. We were told to come in because there was confusion in town.
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I don't remember exactly what they said it was, but there was all sorts of confusion going on. I
believe a set of these rioters, ten or so, had gone through Bridgetown and broken up some
glass windows there. I know the police had shot at some of them, but I don't know if it was this
group or others that came down Fontabelle. They fired a few rocks at some of the other
houses, but when they got to Granny's big house - Herbert House - Uncle Fred had got home
from work and was there, and he had an old single barrel 16 gauge shot gun. The rioters were
going to throw some rocks because there were a lot of glass windows in the front gallery, but
one of them said "no, don't throw any rocks there - that old fell is a good old fellow" or
something like that.
When they got to Lavington, our place, they started throwing rocks and breaking the glass
windows in the front gallery. Geoffrey, Mummy and I were all upstairs - I don't remember
where the servants were. There were “push up” and down windows and outside wooden
jalousie shutters with hoods over them. These jalousie shutters came about halfway up the
glass windows, and they were shut in. Mummy pushed her head out and shouted "you must
be crazy or mad' or something like that. With that, of course, one of them fired a rock up at the
window and she just pulled her head inside in time. I think it hit the window. The front gate
was locked, and they charged it and burst it open and came in the front yard. They had sticks
and started hitting the glass windows with the sticks and of course burst in the glass. At that
point, I know I was so frightened when I heard all the glass and rocks hitting the windows that
I started to cry. I don't think Geoffrey cried. Then Uncle Fred stepped outside on the front
porch of Herbert House and fired a shot into the ground - brugadung - and of course when
they heard that they stopped, went out of the yard. He fired another shot behind them but they
were far away so it wouldn't have hurt them, and they went up Pickwick Gap. That was the
end of that occasion.
At the same time there was a fisherman called Edward Alleyne, nicknamed "Bull", who was
coming up from Westbury Road where he lived, and he recognized some of these fellows. He
eventually gave evidence in court about one or two of the rioters that were breaking up the
windows and they got sentenced. Edward Alleyne was a real decent chap, a powerful
coloured man. When I tell you, he had a huge body and chest on him, and arms. Eventually
he used to go out as Mr. Toppin's chief boat man when they were racing. He used to always
trim the jib. Fred used to steer, and there was Mr. Toppin, and they had a fourth, a black chap
nicknamed "Pussbacks". Stanton went to the war so was away from about 1941.
That was the first day of the riots - the Monday. Daddy was in town and he had to shut up the
store and eventually came home. That night the whole family - Uncle Fred from Gladstonia,
Uncle Tom from Dunford, May-May and Uncle Ted and Aunt Jenny from Salisbury and us all
collected at Herbert House and we slept there because there were still disturbances with the
people behaving bad in the country. They were going to the estates, and the police were
driving around the country. We had watches through the night - two or three of the men took
turns sitting down in the gallery just watching to see if anything was happening. We had
Archie King, a fisherman who was Uncle Fred's boatman, and two or three other fellows from
up in Chapman's Lane, stationed out on the jetty at the beach, and they had sticks and what-
not in case any rioters came that way. I think there were about three fellows with Archie. I
know one fellow was Sonny-Mac who used to bowl at Pickwick when the men were practicing
cricket at the club.
This went on for two or three nights as far as I remember, and then things quieted down. A
British man-of-war came in and they had patrols and so on, and there were never any more
problems as far as we were concerned. But it was quite an experience. Everybody brought
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what guns they had, although in those days they didn't have much in the way of guns
particularly. I remember they had them there put out on the old gramophone player in the
drawing room. There is a book that I have that I hope will be preserved which is a full
documented report on the enquiries into the riots, and evidence given by a lot of merchants in
Bridgetown as to cost of food and all that, and the wages that were paid at that time. It really
did show that the cane-cutters and workers in the country were very poorly paid, but then
things were very cheap. Nobody was starving, but they obviously didn't have any money to put
into entertainment. So the riot did serve a purpose. It was the birth of the trade union
movement in Barbados.
Grantley Adams who eventually became Sir Grantley Adams, was the first Prime Minister of
Barbados and also the Prime Minister of the Federation of the West Indies which never lasted
long. He was an able lawyer, and defended some of the rioters. His son was Tom Adams
(J.M.G.). Tom was under me at school, and was brilliant. His mother was Grace Thorne,
related to the Thornes from Sandy Lane. John Thorne's sister, I think she was. Old John

Thorne was a bit of a ne'er-do-
well, and lived down at Lands
End with a coloured woman
and had a son and four
daughters. Edith was the
oldest, then the boy, and then
Elsie, Matilda and Hazel. Elsie
was a good-looking brown-skin
girl. Matilda wasn't so good-
looking and she had frothy
white hair. Hazel looked like an
East Indian girl - very long
straight hair and dark. The
eldest girl used to work in the
restaurant at the Aquatic Club
as I remember when we went

there to get hot-dogs. The boy eventually went to the war in RAF and came back, but he
never did much for himself. The other three girls turned into prostitutes, and as the war was
on then the American airmen used to come up to Barbados on weekends from the base in St.
Lucia and they made their living out of that. These girls used to walk up and down Fontabelle
Road all the time and shout at us boys, but we didn't take them on having been told not to
have anything to do with them. I don't think they gave us the reason in those days. I seem to
have strayed a bit, but that was necessary to fill in that gap. So that was that episode with the
riots. There are pictures in the album which Daddy took of the damage done to Lavington with
the front windows all broken in.

Bicycle
I'm not sure when it was - whether it was that year or when I was twelve or thirteen - I
remember Ted Hoad and myself got our first two-wheel pneumatic tire bicycles. They were 22
inch frames instead of 24 inch which was the man size, but these were sort of racing bikes.
The handlebars were turned down - not as much as the racing bikes were - but were semi-
turned down a little bit. I remember the family saying we shouldn't have had them because
bending over them would make us round our shoulders or some foolishness so. Anyway, Ted

Lavington after the 1939 riots.
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and I got a bicycle each for Christmas one year. They were Hopper bicycles and the agent
was Barbados Foundry in White Park where old Johnny Hoad, Len Hoad's father worked
(Uncle Teddy Hoad's brother). We were so pleased that we got these bicycles for Christmas,
and I remember Ted and I went out in the road riding on Christmas morning. A policeman
came down and saw us riding, and said "you-all are breaking the law - you don't have on
numbers". In those days you had to have a number on every bicycle on a tin plate with the
letter for the parish and the year.  Each year they came out in a different colour background
with white numbers and letters. We were as frightened as ever because this policeman said
he was going to report us or something, so we had to go back in and put down the bicycles.
We couldn't ride them again until Daddy got numbers for us.
That bicycle lasted me right through up until I was eighteen or nineteen. In latter years I got a
three speed put on it - in those days we only had three gears, not like the 27 we have now. I
used to ride it to school, and hook the book-bag over the handles. I have been to dances on
that bicycle, although it may have been the other bicycle because Geoffrey got a bigger size
and when he went away we kept that. Daddy used to ride that to work during the war when we
had gas rationing. Uncle Fred and Uncle Ted had bicycles too.
In all my days riding a bicycle in Fontabelle I don't think I ever got soaking wet from rain. You
could watch, and if rain was coming you would stop under a gallery or somewhere where you
could shelter until the rain stopped. The first light I had for the bicycle was a battery light, but
that was a waste of time because it didn't last. Then we got one of the little generator lights
that you put on the front wheel, and when you pushed the button it would hit the rubber and
spin at the top, and that would turn the armature and put electricity into the bulb of the light
attached to the handlebars. Mine was a German Ezma. It used to work quite good.  The best
one was called Lucifer which was made in Switzerland. They were first class.
I rode that bicycle to dances, and pictures of course every Saturday. We used to sometimes
"tow" one another as we called it. If one of us didn't have a bicycle, he would sit on the bar. I
have been to dances at the Yacht Club in my shell jacket on a bicycle and ridden home at two
or three o'clock in the morning. I have taken girls to the pictures on the bicycle bar. If the girl
had a bicycle you would ride to her house and then the two of you would ride to the pictures
and you would ride back home with her. I used to go to the pictures with Jean DeFreitas. I
have taken Betty June Johnson to the pictures on my bicycle bar. I remember once we went
out in "Mischief" and had picked up all these girls from the Aquatic Club - Betty June was one
and I forget who the others were. A squall came down and the old jib on "Mischief" tore up.
We were down off Fontabelle when it happened so we went back into anchor and couldn't go
back to the Aquatic Club because the jib was no use and we couldn't sail up under the
mainsail only. So we came in home in our bath suits and put the girls on the bicycle bars and
carried them back up to the Yacht Club because that was where they had changed and their
clothes were. We went through Bridgetown with these girls in bath suits on our bicycles, but of
course in those days the bath suits weren't like the g-string things that they wear today. Some
had little skirts on them, and some were two-pieces but the top part was well covered.
My bicycle lasted right through my school days. I sold mine and used Geoffrey's - the bigger
one, when I rode to work at Barclays Bank. That would have been in 1944 when I was about
eighteen. I rode the bicycle to work right up until I got my first car.
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Sailing
Around that same era, when I was probably sixteen, when we used to go out fishing with
Ashton in either "Gypsy" or "White Wings", I started sailing in races with a chap called Mike
Hunte (who had a brother called Victor and his sister married Arthur Crichlow) who lived in
Bay Street and went to school with me at Harrison College. Mike had a boat called "Rain Bird"
- it was a Snipe which he bought from Stanton Toppin. Old Mr. Toppin built the boat with
Stanton and a shipwright named Luther Shockness, nick-named "Happy Days". Poor Happy
ended up an alcoholic. As I said before, the Toppins lived next door and had four children.
Harry was the third, and had muscular dystrophy as a young boy. I only knew two children
with it - Sidney Wilkie's boy had it too. It appears that the spine stops growing or something -
you lose the use of your feet. Harry used to walk around at first and then he gradually got
where he was bent backwards and eventually couldn't walk. His feet got all pulled up, and
they used to have a coloured chap who would lift him up and carry him around. He used to
watch us playing from a chair, and we used to try and encourage him although he couldn't
partake in our playing. He died when he was about 13 or 14. He was a little older than I was
so I would have been about 12 when he died. I remember we boys helped to bear him.
Stanton eventually went to the war as a pilot in the air force. He married an English girl and
came back to Barbados and worked at T. Geddes Grant Co. Ltd. with his father. He was a
member of the Light Aeroplane Club. They had two girls. He died of cancer in the 50's, I think.
Fred went to Combermere and then came to Harrison College with me, and ended up working
in Barclays Bank in Broad Street. He was transferred to Grenada and married Joyce Johnson,
and they had two children - Sandra and Stephen. He still lives in Grenada.
Anyway, I used to go with Mike Hunte in "Rain Bird". As I said, "Rain Bird" was a snipe -
Teddy Hoad had one at one time too - and there was a racing class for these boats at the
Yacht Club. I started to go with Mike in these races - I don't know what year it was - just Mike
and myself, and we won our class several times. Mike had an over-sized jib on it-it wasn't
rigged to scale. I remember the first day I went to race with Mike. We used to sail up from
Fontabelle to the Yacht Club to start. We were going across the harbour and the wind was
blowing pretty hard, and she listed right over. I was at the side trying to keep the boat upright
and eventually it went right over. I put my foot on the centerboard and it came back upright,
and I never even got wet. Mike put her in the wind a little bit to get the wind out of the sails
and brought her back again. Mike was a good skipper and I think I was a good crewman.
After racing with Mike I didn't go with Daddy at that time. I don't remember why. Daddy had
Joe Blackman, a coloured porter from T. Herbert Ltd. and Arthur Kinch, a white clerk who
used to go with him in those days. There were also different fellows including a chap from the
Foundry called Gilkes and "Mac" Mahon as he was called. Afterwards I used to go with Daddy
when I started to race again, and with Johnny Grace. I used to trim the jib. In those days I was
fairly strong. As I have said, as a young boy I was very weak. I had my tonsils out when I was
about 16 and I don't know if that helped to make me healthier. Daddy bought a set of Eugene
Sandow strands (he was a body builder) and I used to pull these strands and do exercises in
the morning. I used to go out on the back steps and jump up and catch the door lintel and chin
myself as they called it - pull up - and I could do that twelve times. I got my hands developed
fairly strong, and could climb the spar of a boat without any help – just holding onto it with my
hands and feet. When Johnny was sick or away, Beaver (David) McKenzie joined us as crew.
Johnny Grace, myself and Daddy won the cup at the Yacht Club three years consecutively in
1949, 1950 and 1951. There are pictures in the album of Daddy receiving the cup.
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“B” class winners 1949 “B” class winners 1950 “B” class winners 1951

I remember after boat races we would go home and change and arrange to go out with the
girls to pictures or maybe a dance. Daddy's boat raced in "B" class with "Mischief", "Gypsy",
"Fantasy", "Rascal", "Quest" and a boat called "Riptide" belonging to Mr. Victor Rice who lived
in Speightstown. "Fantasy" was Teddy Head's boat. It belonged to old Colonel Bowering and
Uncle Teddy used to sail it.
After I got married I continued to race with Daddy. At that period we used to keep "War Cloud"
anchored oft the Yacht Club, and Daddy would drive up and I would come down from Rockley
Golf Club Road. I remember at one time I used to go down early and put on the sails, and
come back later. The race would start at half-past two, and generally used to finish around
four o'clock. We sailed three laps around the course set out off the Yacht Club - out to the
Beagle which was by Needham's Point and down to a mark which was somewhere by Shoal
Bank but not quite so far. They had a coloured fellow called Edward who went out there in a
boat with a flag. That was the western mark, and then you would come into a flag mark off
Bay Street behind what used to be the Gas Company, and sail the straight stretch up to the
starting and finishing line. It was a handicap race and old Mr. Henry King used to set the
times. After Mr. King's death, the Club appointed a committee to set the handicap times. "A"
and "B" class was set by William Atkinson, Peter Ince and Gerald Nicholls, and "C" and "D"
class by George Stoute, Hammond Burke and Stanton Toppin. Mr. Blair Bannister was in
charge of the starting of the boats with Mr. Sidney Nurse and his daughter, Brenda. One year
they had a hard wind handicap and a light wind handicap, because some boats sailed better
in the light wind than the hard wind. "War Cloud" liked the hard wind - it was from the right
really.
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Daddy sold "War Cloud" twice; he sold it, and then he bought it back when I started to race
with him, and then sold it again. The first time he
sold it to Mr. Blackburn, an Englishman who was in
Barbados with the Colonial Development
Corporation. He didn't know much about a boat, but
liked sailing. The second time he sold it to Colin
Bellamy and Ernie Daigliesh. Daddy sold the boat
the second time soon after I got married, because
he stopped sailing and I felt it would be too much
work looking after and keeping up the boat. After
that I sailed with Uncle Teddy Hoad in "Fantasy". I
was his jib sheet man, and enjoyed that. He
sometimes took a girl he knew, and sometimes just
the two of us would go. They were good days.
I remember one race I had with Daddy. I have
never seen a tide in the sea run like it was that day.
It was going from off Hastings down past the
Beagle and out, and we were going north about
which meant instead of going from the starting line
to the Beagle we went from the starting line to the
mark by Bay Street, and out then to the westward
mark and in to the Beagle.  Boats just couldn't make

it; with the tide coming down, you would tack and try to go about at the Beagle and by the time
you got to the Beagle the tide would sweep you below it.   It was something awesome, with
the tide running like a river.
After racing we would take off the sails and I would carry them up to Golf Club Road and put
them in a big washing bin we had there and wash out the salt - especially the jib - and I had

hooks under the house rigged up where I could hang the
sails to dry and next day fold them up and put them in the
bags. As I said, there are pictures in the album of "War
Cloud" and the fellow that built her. Uncle Fred had a
boat called "Quest".  I'm hoping to get some better
pictures from Hazel Patterson of "Quest" and "Gypsy". I
have some, but not very good ones.
Then there was "A" class which was boats like "Moira
Blair" which was owned by Mr. Jack Wilkinson. His
children sailed with him. Then there was "Okapi" which
was owned by Mrs. Gill who later married Sir John
Challenor when his wife died.
There's a picture where we had a big mix-up of "Okapi",
"War Cloud" and Dr. Eyre Kinch's boat called "Flirt" which
he bought from Mr. Miles Cecil. These three boats were
going to the start and "Okapi" (who had a gaff rig which
meant that there was a boom off the top of the spar)
came to windward of us and hooked in our stays and
pulled us along; we then ran up on the stern of "Flirt".
Eventually we managed to pull ourselves apart. "Flirt's"

Quest (B4) and Gypsy (B1)

War Cloud pulled up on the beach at Bay Street
in the early 80’s.
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stays were all slack, and her spar broken. I think there was almost a law case over it. Also
sailing in "A" class was "Resolute" owned by old Mr. Archer (Audley's father), "Vanity" owned
by Mr. C. L. Cheesman and a boat called "Mustang" which had been imported and was very
fast.  Another was "Alice" which was a very long boat owned by Donald Scott, and an ugly
looking boat called "Frapida" which was owned by Dr. King who lived in Barbarees Hill and
married Colin Bellamy's sister. "C" class had "Ranger" owned by Mr. Stanley Cheesman,
"Endeavour" owned by one of the Hassell boys I think, and "High-Ho" owned by Teddy
Edghill. In the "D" class were boats like "Skippy" sailed by Peter King who was friendly with
Wendy Inniss, "Dauntless owned by Mr. William Skeete and "Venus" owned by the Gloumeau
boys. The same Gloumeau boys presently own "War Cloud" and she's still sailing. I forget all
the boats but there was a little one called "Coronation". I raced once in a little 12 foot boat that
Teddy Hoad converted to a "D" class, and sailed with Tony Hoad. I remember when we got
mixed up at one of the marks with one of the big "A" class boats we just got out of the road as
fast as we could.  Dr. King's boat was so big he used to sail fully dressed up in a jacket and
tie.
So they were the boat races.
Picnics
Around 1942 or 1943 there was a period of meningitis in Barbados and the schools shut
down. You couldn't go in any crowded closed places like picture houses, so we boys and girls
organized what we called "meningitis picnics". We had one up in Dover Woods and one at
Paradise Beach, and there are pictures in the album of that.  We used to ride or go in boats
and I have pictures of one down at Sandy Lane.
They were the days when we all used to gather at the Aquatic Club or the Yacht Club on

Saturday mornings. We were still at school then, or had just gone to work. The girls would
come down and we used to have a marvelous time swimming and sailing.
Also when I was around 19 or 20 we used to go on moonlight picnics. We would rent a lorry
and drive up to the Crane and go down on Boxhill's beach there. We used to have some liquor
and unfortunately some of us used to drink too much. That was when I was working, and next
day you didn't feel so good. We didn't get back home until probably one o'clock or so. Then
we used to go on day picnics on Carlton Bowen's lorry up to the Crane, and I have pictures of
a crowd of us there; Ted and Sissy Hoad, Teddy Bourne, Nick Paravacino and Trevor Davies.

Sandy Lane picnic in 1949. Picnic at Crane House 1948. Rabbie Cox, Angela, Trevor
Davies, Wendy Inniss, Joyce Tudor, Perry Evelyn, Geoffrey
Cox.
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One night going on a picnic, some of the Rockley boys - Kenneth Taylor and Richard Taylor -
were upset that they weren't invited to this picnic because some of the girls on it were friends
of theirs. When the lorry was passing up Worthing Road, right by where Star Discount is now,
these boys packed sand-balls and pelted the lorry with them - had sand flying all over the
place.  The fellow stopped the lorry and we boys jumped off and went tearing down behind the
other boys but never saw anybody. Anyway, the picnic went on as usual. Out of that there was
another time where the same Rockley boys came down in Fontabelle one night on bicycles. I
wasn't allowed to go out because we knew they were coming. They were strong boys. There
was Corny Wood who was a short but powerful boy who could chin himself with one hand. His
brothers were Lear (who was a Barbados Scholar) and Freddy, and they had a sister. Freddy
worked at Barclays Bank with me. Anyway, they came down Fontabelle on bicycles and were
met by the Mill boys and all the Murphy boys there in Westbury Road. The Murphy boys and
the Hill boys were rough fellows too. They had a little skirmish down there but nothing much
happened.
Roller skating
Around that same period I started to learn to roller skate and we used to go out at night on the
road down Fontabelle. Myself, Fred Toppin, Colin Fields (nick-named Brambles) who went out
sailing with us too, and Tootie Warren. Tootie was the one who heard Cammie, Granny's
butler, call me "Grand Soupie". I don't know where this came from, but one evening we were
riding past on our bicycles - Tootie and myself - and Cammie said "hey Grand Soupie, how
you?". Tootie heard this, and from then on I was known as "Soupie". Fred was called
"Pilchards", Lionel was called "Patcha" but Ted never had a nickname. Tootie lived in
Government Hill.  To get back to the roller-skating, Cuthbert and Harold Marshall who lived
just above Queen's Park in Belmont Road, also used to come down to Fontabelle to roller
skate. We would go out after dinner, and Ashton the fisherman came with us. He used to bring
sugar cane which he would peel and give to us to suck, and we would skate up and down the
road. We would stop at the bottom of Fontabelle by Pickwick Gap where there was a street
lamp and talk and skate around, and then come back up and go in about ten o'clock. This
went on regularly. Colin Fields couldn't skate for the devil, and we used to call him "Brambles
on the ice".
Ashton was a remarkable fellow. As a young man he went to Cuba to cut canes, and he told
us how they put on Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice" and he played the part of Shylock the
Jew. He knew this part and also knew the whole of "Merchant of Venice" by heart -
everybody's part - and he would recite it for us. He could start off anywhere.
In those same days, Tootie would ride down to Fontabelle and we would ride down to Carlton.
The Hutchinson family consisting of Reynold, Barbara, Daphne, Geoffrey (Peppy), and Freddy
lived there at the top of Carlton Hill in Black Rock. I must have ridden hundreds of miles on my
bike. At that time old Mr. Alfred Bourne lived at the corner of Fontabelle right next to Holborn,
and he had a lot of children. The oldest was a boy, then came Muriel, Marjorie, Dorothy,
Phyllis and Elsie. Elsie was a pretty girl - my first girlfriend. I was shy to go down there, but
she used to come out and stay up at the gate, and at last one evening I plucked up enough
courage to ride down there and stop to talk. They used to all go down to Carlton. Cuthbert
Marshall and Harold were very friendly with them too. Elsie married Reynold Hutchinson.
Their son Roger married Susan Taylor. We used to go over to Pickwick and play cricket there
when Everton Weeks, the great cricketer, was a grounds boy.
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Torpedo attack
Around that same time - 1942 - a submarine attacked ships in the harbour. I was at Pickwick
with the boys at the time, and I suddenly saw this big white cloud going up in the air over the
Goddard's place at Kensington. The cloud had a lot of little black things like birds flying about
in it, but there was no noise. The cloud got way up in the air, and suddenly the explosion went
off, and that was the first torpedo fired by the submarine. It hit the submarine net which the
British navy put down to protect ships because Carlisle Bay was an open harbour. They had
put this net across the face of it and another net across the northwestern side. The ships
would come in between the two nets and anchor right behind the main net which would
protect them from incoming torpedoes. I ran down Pickwick Gap, and by the time I got home
there was another explosion – “brugadung”. I ran in the house, and Daddy and I wondered if it
was torpedoes. We ran down to the beach and out on the jetty, and by the time we got on the
jetty – “brugadung” – and another explosion went off up in the air. In those days there were
two telegraph poles there because Cable & Wireless had a relay station on the reef, and these
poles were 210 feet tall. The explosion caused the water and pieces of the net and buoys that
held it to go up as high as that.  Barbados had four British torpedo boats with two 12 cylinder
airplane engines in them, and they used to go out and try and pick up the crews of the ships
that got torpedoed. They had depth charges and 50 calibre machine guns on them, but that
evening all four were up on the dock being repaired. The Germans knew that they could come
in with impunity.
Uncle Fred Reed was part of a Harbour Patrol consisting of a team of about eight in all.  Every
night they used to go from dusk to twelve or one o'clock and they would come in and change

crew for the rest of the night. At first
they used to go through the whole
night, and then they had two shifts.
Uncle Fred was in charge, and there
were Dudley and Seymour Haynes
who were nephews of old J. N.
Goddard, Fred and Pickles
Carmichael, Mr. Miles Cecil who built
our house and his son Robert, Mr.
Lawrence Bancroft, Joe King and
Teddy Jones. Uncle Tom had a boat
called "Hazel Y" which had a six-
cylinder gasoline engine, and that was
commandeered. They put two depth
charges on the back of it and they had

an old machine gun that they were given off one of the ships that got torpedoed and lowed
into the harbour.
That evening Uncle Fred came down with Teddy Jones, Pickles Carmichael and I believe
Dudley Haynes and went out to see what they could do. The submarine could have just blown
them out of the water. In those days the merchant ships all had a 4.7 inch gun in the stem to
fire at any submarines when they were trying to get away from them.  There was a boat called
the "Cornwallis" of the Canadian National Steamship Company that brought cloth, lumber and
flour from Canada, and the "Betanguria" which used to go between Argentina and Barbados
bringing corned beef, etc. to Barbados. Commander Whyn who was the Harbourmaster at the

“Hazel Y” ready for action with depth charges mounted on the stern.
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time, had received a warning from an airplane that had seen a submarine off the harbour and
had phoned Uncle Fred to tell him to get ready in case something happened, so of course by
the time he heard the first explosion he knew what it was. The boats were firing their shells in
a sort of a pattern out to sea, and Uncle Fred said they may have seen the submarine but he
couldn't see anything. They headed for this area where the shells were, and the boats stopped
firing when they saw them. They set the depth charge at 600 feet. They had never fired a
depth charge and didn't know if the boat was going to fall to pieces or what was going to
happen. Just before that happened, the seventh torpedo went through the net and hit the
"Cornwallis". She sank but didn't disappear because the harbour was shallow there. The
submarine had fired seven torpedoes to get one ship which was a bit of a waste. When Uncle
Fred came back in, the boat was nearly full of water.
They patrolled every night, but never saw anything again. They realized that they couldn't
really take on a submarine on the surface because they would have been blown out of the
water. They did this at first on a voluntary basis, not getting paid, but later the government put
them on some sort of special duty list. On a Sunday morning they used to gather at Uncle
Fred's and pull the old Hotchkiss machine gun to pieces and clean and grease it because of
the salt out there.  Hazel has a picture of the "Hazel Y" with two depth charges on the back
and the gun covered up on the front. It's not a very good picture but gives an idea, and I'm
trying to get a copy of it.  I loved guns from that age and liked watching them clean the
machine gun; I could probably have taken it down myself from watching them do it.

First car
In 1946 just after the war I was working at Barclays Bank, and got my first little car, a Morris
Minor with a cloth top. I bought it second-hand from Mr. Stanley Robinson, lan and
Rosemary's father. You couldn't get tires during the war, and the outsides of the tires were
worn right down to the canvass. They had put other tires inside and bolted them together.
Anyway, working at Barclays Bank I had seen a draft come in to McEneamey for Firestone
Tires of the same size that would fit my Morris, and I went down to the Control Board to see if
I could get some. Mr. Drayton told me they didn't have any, and I said "Mr. Drayton, that is not
true. I know tires have come because I have seen the papers for them." Eventually I got

permission to get two tires. I polished up the car and had to put a new canvass top on it.
There are pictures in my album of this Morris Minor, taking us to dances, picnics, etc., with the

Me and Maddie with the Morris Minor. Me, Angela, David Inniss, Wendy Inniss, Trevor Davies.
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Lennigan girls and Wendy Inniss, and on Sunday evenings all dressed up to go out driving.
There's a picture with Madeline Nothnagel. The licence number was M 546. It was painted
maroon with black fenders. We had some glorious times with that little car.
When I got my car, we used to go for a drive some nights, especially the moonlit ones. In
those days you could drive out to the air strip at Seawell - no security then.  We used to drive
up to the end of the runway and look out at the moonlight on the water there. I don't think
there were any flights at night. Some fellows used to race on the runway.
I paid $700 for my Morris Minor and sold it eventually for $700, and bought a Hillman from Mr.
Cole at Cole's Garage. I had arranged with a chap called Mr. Hutson to buy the Morris from
me and I was going to put that money towards a new Hillman, but when the morning came Mr.
Hutson told me "Mr. Badley I can't buy the car now; I find that the cow I was to sell to get
some money to buy it has died". I was so taken aback I didn't know what to do. I knew Mr.
Cole through Hal, his son, and I went and told him, and he arranged with Mr. Hutson to charge
his account at Cole's and credit my account, so that's how I got my second car. It was the first
car I had with a gear shift on the handle. It had tub front seats, and a roof that could pull back.
I turned it in to Cole's Garage and bought my second Hillman. It had a bench-type front seat
and I had that right up until after we were married. There are pictures of going out for Sunday
evening drives with Angela, Wendy and Hammer Davies in it (see above).
Easter weekend picnics
Before we got married, we had Easter weekend picnics. That was something else. They
started off around 1949. There are pictures in the album at "Shanty", a little house that
belonged to Will Hanschell's mother. We went there for two years, to "Boxhill's" for one year,
and finally to "Faraway". Helen and George Stoute used to be chaperones. In earlier days we
used to go to their house on most Friday nights for a dance in their drawing room. Helen
would play the piano and us teenagers would dance.
Gerald and Jean Nicholls had not long got married and they were at the first Easter weekend

picnic. Peggy and
Nancy Stoute (George
and Helen's girls) were
there, of course, and
Angela and Wendy
Inniss, Peter King,
Johnny Grace, Trevor
Davies, Perry Evelyn,
Gwen Drayton and
Tony Johnson,
Madeline Nothnagel,
Jean McLean, Pauline
Manning and Desmond
Tudor. You can see the
pictures in the album.

They were some wonderful Easter weekends. We used to go up on the Thursday evening
after work. We had meetings at Helen and George before the picnics to arrange things like
how much food we were going to carry, which toilet paper we wanted and how many rolls -
how much toilet paper each person was going to use estimating how many sheets on a roll!

Beach picnic 1947. Me third from left standing.
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We had fun enough trying to figure out how much food we wanted.  Then we would organize
and collect everything and go up on the Thursday evening and pack away all the supplies. I'm
sure we used to have somebody come in to help cook the food. I used to drive up in my little
car. The last one we went to was at "Faraway" which overlooked Skeete's Bay, and there's a
picture of that in the album.
On the Saturday morning, some of us that worked at the banks would have to go down to
work. A lot of the people who worked at stores didn't have to go in but the banks had to open
and we used to go down for half-day. On the Saturday night they always had a dance at the

Shanty, The Crane, Easte 1948/9(?).Standing – Desmond Tudor,
Peter King, Nick Paravacino, Perry Evelyn, Geoffrey Read. Next row,
John Grace, Katy Lennigan, Angela Inniss, Jean MacLean, Mrs.
Helen Stoute (chaperone), Cecily St.Hill, Stanley Tryhane, Nancy
Stoute. Front row – George Stoute (chaperone), Peggy Stoute, Gwen
Drayton, Pauline Manning, Cynthia Durant. Front – Wendy Inniss, me
in sailor hat.

The ones that went to church on Easter Sunday – back row,
Trevor Davies, Nick Paravacino, Wendy Inniss, Pauline
Manning; front row, Gwen Drayton, Angela, me, Peggy Stoute,
Tony Johnson. Helen Stoute on gallery.

1951 beach house party at Faraway – Back row, me, Peggy Stoute,
Peter Ince, Trevor Davies, Mona Prada, Wendy Inniss, Peter King.
Middle row, Rabbie Cox, “Mosie” Read, Nick Paravacino, Sheila
Tryhane, “Bossie” Tryhane, Angela Inniss, Cynthia Durant. Front row,
Joyce Tudor, Peter Pitts (from T’dad), Helen Stoute

Boxhill house 1950. Rabbie parking!!!!

Crane Hotel which we went to. I remember on one of the weekends there was a Trinidad
fellow called Gerald Montez De Ocao who was one crazy fellow when it came to a calypso.
They started playing this calypso and Gerald jumped “pon top a table”, took off his jacket and
swung it around his head. I don't remember the name of the calypso, but the music just kept
on and he sung out "jumpin' higher, higher", urging all the crowd on, and we were jumping
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Wendy, Trevor (Hammer), Angela, me at Yacht Club.

higher into the air. Although Gerald was a big business man, whenever they started playing
calypso at carnival time in Trinidad he would just excuse himself from the table and jump on
the floor getting on like he was crazy. Then on Easter Sunday morning we would get
ourselves dressed up and go to a service at an Anglican church at Ruby but I don't remember
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Me and Wendy Inniss. “Gimmie de glass Rabbie”!!!

what it's called. When we got back from church, we would get into our bath suits and go down
on the beach to bathe and sun. Then we would come back up to a big breakfast. We used to
have a few drinks in those days too. We were a quiet lot but there were some older ones -
Mosie Read, Richard Nicholls, Edward Elliott, Geoffrey Hunt - who went to another picnic
organized by Geoffrey Manning and they had a lot of drinks. On the Sunday evening we used
to go for walks, and on Easter Monday, the bank holiday, we would go on the Crane Beach to
bathe and then come back to eat. On the Monday evening we would pack up and go back
home. I remember Perry Evelyn. He was a joke. Perry would sit down and eat a big dinner
and when he had finished would say "Helen, that was a very nice little hors d'oeuvre; let's
have some food now". Nick Paravacino and Sheila Tryhane used to go too, and Stanley
Tryhane because he was friendly with Nancy Stoute. Nick used to say "you can't eat on an
empty stomach so let's have a drink”!
There were some good Easter weekends. The last one, as I said, was at "Faraway" when a
fellow called Peter Pitts came up from Trinidad, and he sang calypsos the whole time. Daphne
Ince and Peter were at that one. I think I may have been engaged to Angela at that time.
Mona Parada, a Trinidad girl was up in Barbados at that time and she came to that "Faraway"
weekend.  The Easter before that was at "Boxhill's". Rabbie Cox was there and there are
pictures of that in the album.
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Trinidad visits
Another series of events in my life were my Trinidad visits. Geoffrey got married (in 1942 I
think it was) just before I went to work at Barclays Bank. We went down to Trinidad for the
wedding - Daddy, Mummy, Aunt Ina, Aunt Edie and me. Geoffrey married Pat McLean and the
McLeans lived at 10 Wainwright Street. Pat was the eldest daughter, and then came Ruth and
Jean. Mrs. McLean was a Barbadian; her parents were Bournes, family to Teddy Hoad's wife.
The reception was held there and I was Geoffrey's best man.  We stayed at Sands Guest
House in Maraval because we didn't know the family. Mrs. Nothnagel was Mr. McLean's
sister. Mrs. Bourne who married Mrs. McLean's brother stayed with Sheila. She had three
boys - Hartley, Ian and Desmond. Ian was in the RAF and got shot down during the war and
taken prisoner, but came back after the war. He returned to the RAF after the war and his
plane came down over the North Sea and he was never found.
I then used to go down for holidays because I got very friendly with Jean, Pat's youngest
sister. But I remember the first time we went, for Geoffrey's wedding. I used to love South
American music and still do. Barbados never played much South American music or even
calypsos then. We must have gone down early in the week, and on the Wednesday night we
went to the Country Club where Bert McLean and his orchestra used to play. He could play
South American music so sweet - when I tell you I enjoyed that. After Geoffrey was married I
used to spend time with Aunt Sheila or the McLeans, and Jean and myself used to go out
together. Eddy Barcant and his wife lived next door and they had a terrific lot of children
including some good-looking girls. Jean was the eldest and wasn't so good-looking, but
Marilyn was a beautiful girl. She married Mervyn Lewis whose father worked at Geddes Grant
and he went on to work there as well. There was another girl called Rona, and Thea who was
a little blonde girl, and Ann who was a dark pretty girl. The two boys were David and Geoffrey.
One time I went down south to see Geoffrey when he worked at Usine St. Madeline Sugar
Factory. I also went down for Ruth's wedding - she married Ken Gordon, Sally Gordon's son,
and I was best man. The rain poured that evening but we had a great time at that wedding.
That was during the war and we had to go through Chagaramus, the American naval base, to
get to the place to catch the boat to the island where Geoffrey and Pat spent their
honeymoon, as did Ken and Ruth. I've got some pictures of that too. I used to fly down on a
KLM plane. At one time you had to pull the blinds so couldn't look out through the window
going over Trinidad because you passed over the American base. Madeline Nothnagel used
to be there - I used to go out with her - and Christian was another cousin. Other cousins were
Rosalind, Kay and Jackie who married a Trinidad fellow and died of cancer as a young girl.
The boys were Ronald and Desmond.
There was one year that I went down to Trinidad just before Carnival – Pammy and myself.
Betty Williams went down once on holiday with me too. Pammy and I went to a dance the
week before Carnival but didn't stay for Carnival. They always had a dance at Arima which is
a town a few miles out of Port-of-Spain. Mr. McLean got a licence for me to drive his car to
Arima. We had to drive through woods to get to Arima. The racecourse was there, and that's
the place where old Grandpa Badley won those two cups that we have, on his horse "Juliet".  I
was dressed as an American sailor with sailor hat, white pants, white shirt and a scarf
wrapped around my neck. Pamela or Madeline went dressed as an old woman. The dance
was held on a tennis court and we jumped up in procession all around the court.
I remember going down to Trinidad one year and going out with Ann Robiero and Sheila
Knox. I don't know what became of them. I also went down when I used to play water polo.
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This was one phase of my life before I was married, and I played for a team called
Barracudas. The other teams were Flying Fish, Snappers, Whiprays, and YMPC had a team.

Ballroom dancing classes
To go back to the teenage days in Barbados, Ted Hoad and I went and learned ballroom
dancing with old Mrs. Austin, Merrivale Austin's wife, and Betty Baeza. They had this class on
a Friday afternoon at a house that the Austins lived in right opposite the gap that went down to
Asta Hotel in Hastings. I think the house was named "Waterford". They had a big room, and
gramophone records to play the music. Ted's father had a motorcycle at that time, and we
used to go up to dancing class on it.  That was quite a thing in those days, learning how to
dance. Around the same time, Mrs. Drayton on the Golf Club Road (Gwen Alman and Joan
Angus' mother) had a Friday night dancing class. These were just teenagers that were in the
Golf Club Road and Hastings area. Helen Stoute used to play the piano and we used to dance
and have some sweet drinks.  I didn't go at first, but only came into these classes later on
when I got to know the crowd.
When I was around 15 or 16, there used to be Police Band concerts at Hastings Rocks every
Friday night from 8.00 to 9.00 o'clock. Before I had a car, I used to ride my bicycle up - Fred
Toppin, Lionel Edwards and myself. We used to ride up to the Rocks after dinner, and the girls
who lived at Hastings used to come out. There weren't many girls in Fontabelle at that time.
Lucille King used to come out, and Doreen Mendes who was Dennis' sister, Joyce and Jean
Tudor (who married Gerald Nicholls), Molly and Teddy Bourne. Teddy was a gifted pianist. His
uncle used to play in an orchestra in New York.  Teddy never had lessons and didn't read
music, but he could play anything by ear. He would just hear a tune and go to a piano and
play it. Desmond Tudor who was friendly with Lucille King used to come, and Hazel and
Cecily Bynoe. Gerald and Jean lived at White Hall Apartments which have since been
converted into banks, boutiques and all sorts of stores, and we used to go there after the
Band stopped playing. Trevor Davies used to come out too, and Tony his brother. Betty-June
and Jan Johnson used to come out sometimes, but I don't remember them there too much.
Then we would ride back home.

Dances and parties
We also used to go to "Not-outs" Dances - dances for young people whose parents hadn't
allowed their children to go out to the official big dances. They were mostly at the Yacht Club,
or people would have private dances for birthdays or something at their homes or some used
to rent the Yacht Club.  We used to have a band - Percy Green playing an estrovia which is a
violin with a horn on it, Maggie Goodridge playing the piano, a chap who used to work for the
Electric Company playing the big base fiddle, and Neville Medford playing the guitar. This
four-piece band played at these small dances, and then Percy Green also had a full band,
including drums, saxophones and so on which used to play at the Marine Hotel or any big
official dance. These "Not-outs" dances were quite a thing. In those days they used to have
programmes and you would book dances with the girls you wanted to dance with even before
the night of the dance, although the girls weren't supposed to book up all their dances with
boys in advance because on the night some poor fellows couldn't get a dance with the
prettiest girls or the ones that could dance best. Betty June Johnson would have her
programme booked up before the dance even started, and several of them were like that.  It
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was almost a sort of competition to see who could get a dance. The programme listed Dance
1, 2, 3, etc., to 12 dances during the night.  After Dance 6 would come the Supper Dance.
This was an important dance because you would have supper after it with your partner so you
spent a longer time together. You tried to book the supper dance with your special girl so that
you would have a longer time to chat with her. There was a special tune they would play for
going to supper - "da diddly diddly diddly da, da diddly diddly da da".  Then of course the last
dance was when they used to play some sort of very sentimental piece like "Now is the hour
that we should say good-bye" - a slow waltz, and you would dance with your special girl or
girlfriend, or whatever.
In between, they would generally have what they called a "Paul Jones".  The girls formed a
circle in the middle of the dance floor holding hands going around clockwise, and the boys
formed a circle on the outside going counter clockwise. When the music stopped, you had to
dance with the girl that ended up in front of you, so it sort of mixed up the party a bit and you
got to meet other people and it was quite amusing. I know when you were coming up to a girl
that you wanted to dance with, you would try to slow down the line and hold back a little bit
hoping that the music would stop just as you got in front of her, or sometimes if it stopped and
she wasn't quite in front of you, you would stretch your hand out and hold on to her before
somebody else did.
The Yacht Club was famous for its "Not-outs" dances because a lot of the members who were
society families had their dances there. It was nice because in between dances you could sit
out on the benches on the beach there which was a bit dark and the fellows were able to hold
hands with the girls and be private. Then you would go back and sit around the dance floor.
In a lot of cases, I used to ride my bicycle to those dances at the Yacht Club before I had a

car, wearing my
shell suit as we
called it - a little
white jacket like
a waiter's small
coat and a black
tie and black
pants, with
patent leather
shoes for
dancing. The
girls used to
wear long
dresses. There
is a picture in
my album taken
of the whole
group of young
people that
were at
Elizabeth

Hodson's private dance at her home, and you can see us all dressed up in our shell jackets
and long evening dresses.

Me, second row from the front in the middle.
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On a Friday afternoon at the Aquatic Club from 6.00 to 8.00 p.m. there used to be what they
called "Cocktail Dances". We went to them in open necked shirts, jacket and pants, not
dressed up, sometimes taking a girl, or sometimes the girls would come with their mothers or
somebody because again these were "not-outs" type dances. They would have some
orchestra playing upstairs at the end of the pier at  the Aquatic Club. Afterwards, we would
sometimes go to a picture if the girls were old enough or allowed by their parents to go out.
The parents would have to know who they were going with, and the fellow would be
responsible for getting the girl back home. Otherwise than that we would just go home
afterwards. At the same Aquatic Club they had a cinema right upstairs, and many a picture we
have watched there - either a matinee or the 8.30 night movie. That location is now the Grand
Barbados Hotel.
I remember my first big dance I went to at the Marine Hotel. I think it was an Old Year's Night.
I didn't have a partner and I don't remember who else I was with. I danced one dance that
night with Jan Johnson, Betty-June's older sister. Jan afterwards married Trevor Clarke who
died. She lives in Canada now. Other than that one dance I just sort of walked around
aimlessly. Old Year's Nights were special too because at midnight they would turn off all the
lights, and of course if you had a girl you were going out with, that would be the chance to kiss
her "happy new year". You always danced the midnight dance with your girlfriend or fiancée or
wife.
After I got a little older we used to go to the same Marine Hotel. The Hotel had dances once a

month or so, and the crowd
would meet there - Peter King,
Wendy and Angela Inniss, Perry
Evelyn, Trevor Davies, Joyce
Tudor, Cynthia Durant and
Cicely St. Hill.
In those days we would be able
to buy a bottle of whisky and
some soft drinks, and put them
on the table and serve
ourselves. It was cheaper. The
dance would probably stop
about one o'clock and
sometimes we went on to Club
Morgan which was a night club
that ran until morning. I would
come home around three
o'clock or some ungodly hour
like that. The next day was
Sunday so you didn't have to

get up early unless you were going to church.
I had my 21st birthday party at the Yacht Club. I still have the list of invitees and must put it in
my picture album. I had about 70 people - they are listed boy and girl who they were
supposed to be with - and we had Percy Green's four-piece band to play which cost $24. The
Yacht Club rent for the night was $20 or something like that, and the drinks came to about
$40. I don't think we had many alcoholic beverages. A lot of old friends of the family were
there, but mostly the guests were teenagers and my friends. I was working at Barclays Bank

Valentines Ball at The Marine 1949. Me second from left, John Grace and Katie
Lenigan. Back row, Nancy and Stanley Tryhane, Wendy Inniss, Peter King, Trevor
Davies.
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then. Again, the first dance was always an important dance when you danced with your
girlfriend at the time, and I wasn't sure who I should dance with because I was sort of going
around with two at the time. There was Jean McLean, Geoffrey's sister-in-law, and Wendy
Inniss, so rather than cause any heartaches I remember I danced with Ruth McLean who was
Jean's sister. She wasn't married but was privately engaged to Ken Gordon. She was a very
attractive and vivacious girl. She was up in Barbados on holiday at the time, and a lot of the
Barbadians didn't know who she was.
Preparatory school
To go back to my school days, at the age of 6 or 7 I went to Miss Phillips' School in
Strathclyde. The teachers were old ladies, Mrs. Bishop and about three Miss Phillipses. I'm
not sure what their relationship was to each other. Geoffrey, Ted Hoad and all the crowd went
there. I think Hazel and Yvonne went there and Betty Williams, but don't remember them
being there with me. It was a small prep school, and in my class at one time there were only
two of us-me and a girl called Barbara Ramsey who I quite fancied at the time - and I used to
come second out of two!!  I still have some of the end of term reports filed in a folder with the
pictures which say "Position in Term - 2nd; Number of Pupils in the Class - 2", so you can look
at it how you like. I was either second or last! The older pupils were at Miss Bishop's, and the
younger children were at the Miss Phillips'. Every morning we all assembled there and we
would march over in line, one behind the other, to Miss Bishop's where we would have
prayers, reading from the bible and singing hymns. One of the Miss Phillips' used to play the
piano and one used to play the violin (Charlotte and Emily I think were their names). Then we
would march back over and have classes. David Boyce used to go there too. Every Friday
was "Sweetie Day". The old ladies used to make lovely chocolate fudge - when I tell you
sweet - although I think when you're younger things like that always taste sweeter than when
you grow up. You could buy these little slabs of fudge, about three inches by an inch and a
quarter wide wrapped up in tissue paper. When they cut up the fudge there would be little
pieces which broke off, and they would sweep them into a heap and screw them up in a little
piece of tissue paper and give them to the pupils. They were called "crumbs". You could buy
coconut fudge ordinary fudge, chocolate fudge, a pink one, and those white peppermint cakes
("comfits").

Harrison College
I was there for two or three years and then left and went to Harrison College. I had to sit an
exam for Harrison College and I remember being so frightened that morning. Anyway, I got
into Prep B which was the lowest form. A Miss Phillips was the mistress in charge of Prep B,
and Mr. H. N. Haskell was the Headmaster. Mr. Evans ("Shoes") and Mr. Medford ("Golliwog")
both acted at one time or another. Mr. Medford's father used to work with old George Herbert I
think, and worked with Daddy at one time when he was a young fellow. I went through Prep B,
Prep A, 1A, 2B, 2A, 3, 4, Fifth, Lower Sixth and then I was out. Miss Phillips was quite a
disciplinarian. She would walk around behind and look at what you were doing, and if you
were doing foolishness she would take a pencil she had with a sharp point and bang you in
the top of the head with this pencil - tap you with it - and you knew very well that something
was wrong. Miss Cicely Gardner was in charge of Prep A. She was not so bad but was
serious too. She didn't used to bang you in the head, but would report you and put you in
detention very quickly. She also taught drawing.
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We started French in Prep B, and Latin in Prep A. Mr. Ralph Johnson taught Latin. I don't
remember so much in Prep B, but in Prep A you sat on the bench in alphabetical order when
they used to hear your lessons. I was the first - Badley (although at one time we had an
Alleyne who was in front of me); then a coloured fellow called Best was always next to me,
and down the line. John Hoad was in my class most of the time. Ted was above me. Although
John is slightly younger, I was always a little behind. My age was always a year older than the
average age of the form, as I wasn't that bright. Anyway, you started with 10- marks and
would have to answer questions, and if you didn't know the answer, the fellow after you
answered the question and you went down one. I remember some poor fellows would go
round and round. Any time you went down you would lose a mark and if you went up you
would get a mark, and of course some fellows would have next to nothing at the end of the
lesson. Then of course you sat down at your desk to do the writing part of the lesson.
I'm sorry that I never kept the magazines that came out giving all the names of the boys and
classes that I went up through. I remember we had a chap called David ("Goggy") Clarke in
our class when we got a little higher up, and a chap called "Gun" Heath - a big fellow with not
much top storey. Then there was Walter Dowlin who was Reverend Dowlins younger son and
Tony Davies (Trevor's older brother). Walter was very bright and good at everything. John
Hoad was very good too. Then there was Bertie Graham who had a twin brother in a higher
class who died of rheumatic fever as a young boy. Clyde Walcott was in a class above me,
and another chap who we looked up to was Vance Dear who was a Barbados scholar. Tom
Adams was below me at school.
If it was a rainy day you couldn't go out of the form room during lunch hour. We used to have
fights and noisy games, and the Headmaster used to come over. If he caught you keeping
noise he would give you a detention. Then as we got higher up I remember we had a Latin
master called Mr. Dudley Isaacs. He was English and his nickname was "Bronze" because he
had a very red face – he used to blush a lot. Every Monday he used to give a Latin test, and of
course every Tuesday the results came out, and I remember for one term I had a detention
every Tuesday for failing Latin tests.  Bronze was a very serious fellow. He had a trick of
pointing at you with his little finger as well as the index finger. Then there was Mr. Hutchinson
who taught Latin - a nice fellow. He, poor fellow, suffered from asthma and used to wheeze a
bit. Mr. Medford used to teach Latin and English.
E. C. Queree and Mr. Haskell taught Mathematics. Mr. Queree was an amazing man. He must
have been very young when I was at Harrison College although at the time we figured that all
the teachers were old. He and Isaacs must have both been very young. Many years after I left
school and was working at Herberts I saw Mr. Isaacs. He had left Harrison College and gone
on to teach at Queen's Royal College in Trinidad, and was in Barbados on holiday. He looked
very little different to when he was teaching me ten or fifteen years before. Then after we shut
down Herberts and I was working at Carters I saw Mr. Queree who had gone back to England
but used to spend the summer in Barbados, and he didn't look that much older than I
remembered. He must have kept very well.
Erie Deane also taught Mathematics at one time. Mr. Southwell taught Spanish and he wasn't
at all able. He knew Spanish but just couldn't teach it. His son taught Botany when I was in the
Fifth Form, and I learned more Botany with his son than with anybody else. Mr. Sweet was an
English master who also taught Botany. Physics and Chemistry were taught by Mr. Patterson,
an English chap that married Colonel Bowering's daughter. He could draw a diagram of test
tubes and Bunsen Burners and all that sort of thing on a black board almost like an artist's
drawing - beautifully done. He could hold the chalk and pull a straight line, and was fantastic
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with diagrams on the black board. I wasn't so hot in Chemistry. Botany I wasn't too bad at, and
got a credit in my Oxford & Cambridge certificate.
I must say my school days were very pleasant - I can't complain. I never got a flogging. I got
reported once or twice, and got detentions and lines. I never played games particularly
because they were after school. I was shy about joining in, although as I said earlier we used
to play cricket in the Toppin's backyard. I only played one set match before I left school, I think
in the Fifth Form, and as far as I remember I was "not out". I figured afterwards I should have
played more because it wasn't that difficult. I used to like shooting, but couldn't join the Cadets
because I didn't like all the drilling and having to parade and that sort of thing with everybody
watching you. I was too shy for that. For Cadets you had to do rifle shooting, but I have never
been able to squint my left eye. The normal eye you look through to shoot is your right eye so
you have to squint your left eye, but I have only been able to squint my right eye and shoot
with my left eye. The rifles were bolt action and they were always right-handed rifles rather
than left-handed, which meant I couldn't do rifle shooting.
Harrison College is much the same today. They have one or two new rooms, and they have
hard tennis courts. There was one section where they had a spiral staircase, with classrooms
in the middle and at the top. When four o'clock came and they rang the bell, there would be a
made rush down the spiral staircase. I remember the day when we were in the Lower Sixth
which at that time was occupying the centre floor, after we had sat our School Certificate and
Mr. Haskell came around to tell us the results. He came up the stairs and the door was half
shut but he could peep in through the crack of the door. It was an off period and we were
supposed to be studying, and I was sitting down with the others with my foot cocked up on the
desk in front of me, and he came in and said "Badley, what are you doing with your feet up on
the desk; you know that's not manners" and all that sort of thing, and he gave me 200 or 300
lines to write. Then he gave us the results and I heard that I had passed along with the others
and was so pleased with that, the lines didn't upset me at all.

Working at Barclays Bank
It was then that I left Harrison College and went to work at Barclays Bank. I couldn't handle
Physics and certainly couldn't do languages, so I was glad to leave school and go to work. My
school days on the whole were enjoyable. I wasn't brilliant by any means, but I used to get
through, and with the help of John Hoad, Tony Davies and Walter Dowding I was able to get
information and lessons that I didn't know. I always used to like History and did reasonably
well. I liked Scripture, but wasn't much good at English. I never was able to handle the
grammar. French was a wash-out. I did French from the time I was in Prep B right through to
the School Certificate but must have got minus marks in that. In the same file with Miss
Bishop's reports I have Harrison College term reports, so the results are there in black and
white. I used to try to learn in a sense, but wasn't that brilliant by any means. Again, I think if
you try and really make an effort, you can make a go of it. I enjoyed my school days and as I
look back now I wish I could remember more about them.
When I left school I went to work at Barclays Bank on Broad Street. Old Mr. Lyle Perkins was
Manager. The Accountant at one time was David Lucie-Smith who lived next door to us on
Golf Club Road. I worked there for approximately three years from 1943 to 1946, just after the
war when I went to work at Herbert’s. I started in the Bank as a junior in charge of the stamps,
posting letters, and writing up waste sheets behind the cashier. You had to write in all the
cheques on one side and all the credits on the other side, and of course the two of them had
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to add. If you had a deposit from a company or person of $1,000 you would have, say, five
cheques of $200 each to make up the $1,000, so you would enter the $1,000 on the right-
hand side and list the names of the five parties that had issued the cheques on the left-hand
side in their respective columns. One thing for certain, you had to learn to add or get help.  I
enjoyed it there at Barclays Bank.
From being a junior downstairs, I went to the Collections Department working with bills for
collection and invoices, and bills of lading for goods imported by the various companies. Mr.
Boyce was in charge of that department at one time. Mr. Perkins died while I was there and
was replaced by a Mr. Gwatkim, an Englishman. Mr. Albert Mann from Guyana came as
Accountant, and Mr. Walter Lashley was in every sort of job. Mr. Lashley knew every position
in that Bank, and whenever somebody was sick Mr. Walter took over - cashier, assistant
accountant, collections, everything.  Mr. Escombe was in charge of collections, a big English
fellow who loved alcohol. Millicent Hobson was his secretary. Miss Chenery was the
Manager's secretary. Others who were there with me were Hazel Dear who was one of the
girls on the cash ledgers, Madeline Burton who married Herbert Reece, Miss Wood, and
Barbara Brooks who was Ken Taylor's first wife and Bruce Brooks' niece, Mr. W. E
Mandeville's daughter, Madeline who married Pat Smith afterwards, and a lot of Englishmen –
James Fanning who was a young single fellow who used to love spreeing and Mr. T.D. Pierce
who was a funny old fellow, meticulous but not too brilliant. In those days there were a lot of
Englishmen coming out to work at the Bank.
The Bank inspectors used to come in unexpectedly. Nobody knew when they were coming,

but they used to arrive - bang - take the keys for the vault and then they were in charge. They
checked everything. All the ledgers had to be balanced that day, and if you were out you had
to keep trying to get them balanced. We had it a lot better than in the older days because we
had adding machines. You were always assigned a ledger to balance - you took it in turns. I
think the ledger keepers never did their own, they had to do somebody else's, but the waste
clerks always had to help with things like that. You used to take down the ledger, and when
you had finished you went to the Accountant with the tape and said "it's balanced". Then he
might say "you've got $250,542.91, so you're out". He would generally tell you you're out $50

Party at Barclays Bank manager’s house. Senior staff in front with
George Money second from left, Mr. A.C.George (third) and Mr.
R.S.Kirby extreme right.

Barclays party, left to right, Elaine Wood, Wendy Inniss,
Pat King, an Englishman, Cecily St. Hill
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or $100 and so many cents, and you would go back and check that you had taken down the
ledger right. Someone would call it back with you. If you couldn't find the difference there you
would have to re-work the ledger keepers' figures, because it was all done by hand, to see if
they had added or subtracted wrong. If that came out right, then you would have to get all the
cheques and post back each cheque to the account and see that the cheques were put in
right, although they should have balanced each day. So it was quite a job, and if you didn't
find your mistake when you went over it, you were in trouble. The seniors would generally
come and help you after that if you couldn't get your ledger balanced. I have never met a man
like Mr. Albert Mann. He would come around and say "what's happened to you" and you
would say "well I'm out"; then he would say "how much are you out" and you would tell him. I
have seen him just take and flip through a ledger and stop at an account, look at it and say
"check that". You would check it, and in a lot of cases that's where you were out. He was
fantastic at finding where the ledger was out.
At the half-year and the year-end, which was the financial year-end, everything was closed off
- all the current and savings accounts were ruled off - and you just carried forward a balance
to the next year so that you didn't have tremendous totals of figures. If you added the debit
column and credit column and subtracted the smaller from the bigger, that gave the new
balance to bring forward.  So you had to rule off the ledgers, put all of these balances down,
and then in those days you had to convert from Barbados dollars and cents into pounds,
shillings and pence, because the figures that were going back to London had to be in pounds
shillings and pence. You had to divide by 20, 12 and 2 to get this. As I said, we had adding
machines to give the totals, but you had to divide them by 20, 12 and 2 in your head. In the
old days, they tell me, when there were no adding machines and you had to add everything in
your head, when you went to the Accountant and asked him what the balance was and gave
him what you made it, he would just tell you that you were out and wouldn't tell you what -
whether you were over, under, if it was $100 or 1 cent or 10 cents or whatever - so you had to
check the whole balance; whereas if you knew you were $100 out you would just check the
hundreds, or $10 out you would just check the tens. So in those days you learned the hard
way. At those year-ends and half-year-ends, if the end of the month was a week day, you had
to start from whenever you finished business. At that time the Bank closed at one o'clock, I
think, and two o'clock on Fridays, so as the Bank shut down at one o'clock you would start to
close off everything and finish the day's work with everything posted. We would stop at seven
o'clock for dinner and generally went to one of the restaurants in town - Goddards or
somewhere - and stayed at the Bank until virtually most of it was done which was probably
10.00 or 10.30 at night. If you didn't get through by then, they wouldn't keep you much longer
and you would have to try and finish it off the next day somehow or another - find the mistakes
and go from there.
The Bank was good training in that it showed you that nothing could be done half-way. If a
ledger was out a cent, it was out. You couldn't say "well, a cent isn't anything". You had to find
where the mistake was - you couldn't just forget a mistake. It taught you to be as accurate as
possible. That's one of the things that was good training in the Bank. I remember the juniors
would have to go to the other banks and carry messages or letters. Although it never
happened to me, I know sometimes they would tell the newly employed boys "you have to go
to the other bank and borrow the scales to balance the ledgers on". The poor little boy didn't
know what the devil he was doing and was just obeying orders, and he would go down to the
other bank and say "I'm from the Royal Bank and have come to borrow the scales to balance
our ledgers" and of course at that bank they would say "oh no, we just sent the scales up to
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the Canadian Bank of Commerce - go there and ask them". Then the poor little fellow would
go to that bank and ask the question again and of course all the people were laughing at him
like anything.
Barclays always had key safes with two keys. Royal Bank had combination safes and I'm not
sure what the Commerce had. At the Royal they used to tell the young junior "when you come
in on a morning you have to wind the combination until it gets tight before the safe can be
opened" so this poor little idiot would go and start turning the dial until somebody asked him
what he was doing, and when he said "winding the combination until it gets tight" everybody
would laugh. So there all sorts of pranks that used get played on the juniors.
In those days you had silver coins and copper cents and pennies put up in five-shilling paper
bags. Sometimes the Bank would be short and you would have to go down to one of the other
banks and bring up silver and copper. We would get a donkey cart - literally - and load up all
this copper and silver in the bags in trays in the donkey cart and walk behind it down Broad
Street to the other bank and off-load it all. It was very primitive in those days. When they were
sending bank notes to be cancelled when they got torn and soft from wear, they would put
them out in bundles of denominations and put them all in a big bag, and a porter and a junior
would walk up Broad Street to the Colonial Secretary's office downstairs in the Public
Buildings off from High Street. They had a big machine like a pneumatic press there that you
could put in 100 notes at a time and it would punch out the signatures on these notes and
render the whole bundle useless so that they could be thrown away or burned or whatever.
Imagine us walking up Broad Street with all these bank notes just in a bag so, with the porter!
Then you had to take cheque books to the same area for stamping. There was a machine,
which is now in the Barbados Museum in the Garrison, that stamped the government tax of a
penny onto each cheque. They had an old fellow there called Mr. Henny I think his name was.
He used to go through every cheque book - and there were 50's, 100's, 200's - and he would
just turn each cheque push it under the machine, swing the wheel back and the stamp would
come down - boom - and hit the cheque, and he would go to the next. I don't know how many
millions of cheques he must have stamped in the time he worked there, because the whole
time I worked at Barclays Bank he was the only body I ever saw doing it. He was really
fantastic - automatically hand-stamping each cheque. Of course the machine used to register
how many he did and the Bank then would send the money to pay the tax. I don't know how
they do it these days, but the Bank just pays when they send them out or something like that.
They were good old days. They had about 32 staff in Barclays Bank when I worked there in
1943 to 1946 and it was like a big family. Now it's 150 or 200, and broken down into all sorts
of departments with all kinds of electronic equipment. You didn't know everybody when you
came in, but we worked and helped one another and it was quite a pleasant and a good time.
We worked hard without much time to skylark. Old Miss Griffith used to help me a lot. Miss
Barrow was one of the typists there and she used to help me add my waste sheet. Miss
Chenery was very nice to me. There was a Miss Bourne working there, Clement Bourne's
sister from Fontabelle whose father owned Collins Drugstore. She was not a very friendly
type, and was assistant secretary to the Manager. Millicent Hobson was the Securities
secretary. Angie Challenor used to work there as a junior clerk, and Peggy Robinson who
married Desmond Blades afterwards worked there. Desmond went through Harrison College
with me from 1A right through. He is an older brother of Barry Blades of Blades & Williams.
Kenneth Taylor worked there, and Peter Patterson was a cashier at one time before he left to
go and work with Brydens.
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You learned Bridgetown very well because you had to go to various stores, so had to know
your way around Swan Street and High Street. I remember one of my experiences. There was
an old fellow called Mr. Ward at Ward's Pharmacy in Tudor Street. He would be Charles and
Colin Ward's father. I collected money from him for a bill one day which was short because I
had made a mistake, and I had to go back down and get some more money from him. I was
nervous as anything that this old man would quarrel and get on in the worst way because I
had made a mistake. But when I went to him and said "Mr. Ward, I'm very sorry but I'm afraid I
made a mistake and you have to pay me some more money", the old man looked at me and
said "well son, never mind, I'm sorry there's a mistake but you know always remember one
thing - if you don't make a mistake in life sometimes you don't make very much". In other
words, in life you will make mistakes and try and don't let them happen, but you learn by your
mistakes.
Another episode I had was with old Mr. Frank Nicholls, Gerald Nicholls' uncle. He had a store
in Swan Street. There were three of them - Frank, Fred who would be Gordon and Daphne's
father, and Cuthbert Nicholls who was Gerald's father - three brothers all had stores in Swan
Street.  Anyway, I went to old Frank Nicholls and he was a particular old fellow. If you went
there with a draft he would say "all right, I'll go and check the warehouse and see if my three
or four boxes have come in off the ship". He wouldn't pay a draft until he did that. Of course
you're not supposed to do that, but he wasn't parting with his money until he knew that his
goods were in the Island. Then he would say "come back to me tomorrow", and when you
went back he would say "OK I've seen the goods are there so I'll pay the draft now". But one
day I went in and told him I had a draft for goods which were on a boat, and he said "well I
haven't seen them and will have to check".  I said "well you know, Mr. Nicholls, the boat is in
and I'm pretty sure that everything is all right", and he said "all right I'll give you the cheque for
it now". He gave me the cheque and I went back to the Bank, and about 2.00 o'clock that
evening he came flying into the Bank and said "I want back my cheque; I went to check these
goods and they have not all come in off the boat" or one was short or something. I forget who
was in charge - Mr. Boyce I think, who said "well, your cheque has gone through the system
already and you can't get it back" and this old fellow was mad. He said "you have my money
and I can't get my goods - that's not good enough; I've paid for something and can't get it to
sell, and I will be losing interest on the money" and all sorts of things.  They wouldn't give it
back and he said "it won't happen again - I will never be paying another draft until I make
certain that the goods are in".
Then there was old Mr. J.C. Kreindler, a Jewish storeowner, who came to Barbados going
from door to door selling goods and ended up by having a big business and made money
enough. The Jews stood by each other and helped one another. He liked me a lot, and I
always liked going to his store. He never had a bad word nor was in a hurry - very polite and
nice to you. Mr. Simon Altman and his brother Henry also had a store.
So that was my three years at the Bank. I always said working three years at a bank was like
four or five working somewhere else for the number of hours you worked.
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June 14, 1952. Jack and Leila Badley, Pamela Reid, Trevor Davies, Wendy Inniss, Lenore and Lawrance Inniss. Flower girls are
Dinah (?), Christine Thomas.

Faith and religion
In those days I didn't know the Lord as Savior, but I used to figure that you had to do good,
and the good works would outweigh the bad works and get you to heaven; so a sort of good
work and good behaviour. I would read a psalm every night. To go back a little before that,
when I was seven or eight, Mummy used to have prayers every Sunday. We didn't go to
church every Sunday because in those days I think they only had Communion one Sunday a
month - either the last or the first. Anyway, Geoffrey and myself had to come in for these
prayers. Daddy never used to come as far as I remember. Mummy used to read these
prayers, all from the Anglican prayer book. The Collect for the day, the Epistle and the Gospel,
as far as I remember, and then she had a prayer her mother used to say every night, and she
would read it for us when we were small. It's in her handwriting in the album of old pictures.
I was confirmed through Harrison College. The Anglican boys took a class there in the 5th
Form. The Rev. Alvin Simmonds prepared me and a lot of other Harrison College boys at St.
Leonard's Anglican Church. He was a brother of Bertie Simmonds who worked at Knights Ltd.
During the confirmation service I sat next to Joan Taylor (sister of Tom Taylor and Eleanor
who married Hamish Gordon). Joan eventually married David Moore who is Sister Moore's
son. She had a little crush on me at one time but I was frightened for her or something and it
didn't last long. Old Bishop Bentley, the Anglican Bishop at the time, confirmed us at St.
Leonard's.
We used to go to communion service then one Sunday in the month - either the first or the last
- I used to go with Mummy.  Daddy used to come with us then because he used to drive the
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car - a little Austin 10 , M 616 which he bought from Mr. Charlie Eckstein second-hand for
$600.00. There is a picture of it in the album.
I continued reading the evening Psalm right up to after I was married. When I went out to a
dance, I would come in at all hours of the night, and would always clean off my car before I
went to bed. After undressing, cleaning my teeth and all that I would always read the psalm at
whatever time of the morning it was. It doesn't bring you to personal knowledge of the Lord
Jesus because I never confessed my sins, but reading part of the scriptures is something that
children should do every day. It doesn't matter what it is. You can get daily readings which
give passages, but as I said, I used to read the evening psalm from the prayer book. It's
something that keeps you in balance with things as far as I'm concerned, and I certainly
recommend it to one and all. I did this right up until after I was married.
In 1958, Billy Graham came to Barbados. Angela was expecting Robert at the time, and she
went forward at the Campaign meeting on the Garrison, the night before the last. Grady
Wilson spoke on "The Wages of Sin is Death". I didn't have the courage to follow her up. I
knew I should have, but some months later while kneeling down and saying my prayers one
night, I asked the Lord to save me. From then on I still continued reading my scripture every
night, but I stopped reading the psalms and used a book with a morning and evening
selection. There was one by C. H. Spurgeon and there was "Daily Notes" which we used to
get from The Christian Literature Crusade which had daily readings. It was just to read some
scripture every day and maintain the Christian witness.
In 1959, old Mr. E. B. Forbes from Gideons International came out to Barbados. In those days
their headquarters were in Chicago.  He knew Reverend Kermit Hanson of the Berean Bible
Church, and he invited myself and Ted, and some other fellows, Herbie Williams, Remmie
Gilkes, a chap called lrvin Kendall, V. B. St. John and S. P. H. Withnall to form the first Gideon
Camp in Barbados.  We used to go to Herbie Williams' office at the YMCA for meetings. That
again is a good thing to get into - a Christian organization to do Christian work. The Gideons
do a great world-wide ministry making bibles available in hotels and testament in schools.
Then, of course, as a result of Billy Graham we used to go to Bible Studies. I don't remember

where it started, but I think it was
with old Reverend Peterkin. We
used to go every Friday night to
"Coralyn" on Maxwell's Coast.
After some time when he
stopped, we went to different
houses. John Davey started a
series of meetings.  I remember
his first series was at our place
and we had to get chairs.  I used
to transport chairs every Friday
evening from Queen's Park
House. Johnny Peterkin worked
as secretary at the Agricultural
Society there, and he arranged to
rent the chairs from them. I would
load up about 50 chairs in the
back of the Volkswagen pick-up
and take them to wherever the

Gideons inspecting first shipment of Bibles received in 1959. Left to right are Irving
Kendall, Ted Hoad, Remmie Gilkes, V.B. St. John, David Badley and Herbert
Williams
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meeting was and put them out, and afterwards load them back up and the next day carry them
down to Bridgetown and send them over by the driver back to the Agricultural Society in
Queen's Park House.
We also went to Mount Tabor Moravian Church in St. John. Old Reverend Cuthbert Pilgrim
was a third generation Moravian minister at Mount Tabor. He was one fine Christian old man.
We went in at the middle of a series when we first started, and I think it was on Ephesians.  I
will never forget him teaching us the Book of Genesis. One night he said "we will only be able
to take one verse next Monday because this verse has in too much to talk about". I said to
myself how in heaven is this old man going to be able to talk for more than an hour on one
verse, but he could get so much out of one word far less one verse. Good bible teaching is
something that a lot of church-goers do not have, especially in the Anglican church: how the
Old Testament refers into the New and the New refers back to the Old, and the references to
the crucifixion of the Lord are right through the Old Testament. In the old days it was the lamb
killed and the blood shed to cover sins. They say right through the whole Bible is a thin red
line which leads to Jesus' crucifixion. We used to forgo invitations to go to these Bible studies,
which some of my friends couldn't understand.
Joining the Gideons was a very worthwhile thing because it taught you to stand up for what
you believed. I remember Reverend Pilgrim used to have missionary meetings at the
Moravian Church, and he would always like to get the young new Christians to go as
chairmen. He asked me one year to go to chair one at Clifton Hill Moravian Church, one of the
old-fashioned Moravian churches consisting of a big room with pews in it. In fear and
trembling I accepted this, and the Lord must have given me the strength to speak on "prayer".
Old Pilgrim remarked afterwards that prayer is a deep subject and essential to a good
Christian life. He said the strength of many churches is the strength of the prayer meeting. If
you have a strong prayer meeting you've got a strong church.
We went on going there until after John was born, and then John Davey eventually went away
and old Peterkin died, and Pilgrim retired. It's essential, and I would like to think that all the
grandchildren who read this will take it to heart, that you get into reading a portion of scripture
every day.

Shooting
To go on to another aspect of my life - that was shooting. I have always loved guns and
shooting. I remember when I was a boy running down the beach when Pickles Carmichael
used to go out on his jetty with his .303 rifle and .22 rifle to shoot at fish. From the time I heard
the gun go off I would run down the beach, and the next day I would try and pick up the
cartridges. It was during the war Aubrey Roberts invited me to come to a practice at the Small
Bore Club. The range was originally at the Drill Hall, but during the war they had to give this
up, and on Saturday evenings the fellows would go to Dr. Harold Skeete, who was our doctor,
who had a 25 yard range at the back of his house. There was old Mr. Tempro, Aubrey
Roberts, Colonel Joe Connell, Major J. E. Griffiths, Major Arthur Warren, Jackie Cave, Teddy
McKinstry, Marcel DeVerteuil, old Major J. L. Redhead and Alan Batson . They belonged to
the Barbados Rifle Association, but they used to keep their hand in shooting .22 rifles.
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I joined the club some time after the war.  We went back to the Drill Hall, and then sometimes
they used to shoot at the Needham's Point Range which the BRA used, especially for the
annual competition, for 50 yards and 100 yards. It actually went back 600 yards which was
right to the entrance to where is now the Grand Barbados Hotel, and the targets were right
down at the bottom where the Hilton Hotel is now. We also built the first pistol range. Ted

Hoad, Haydn Maingot, myself, Aubrey Roberts and Clarence O'Neale cleared a 20 and 10
yard pistol range.  There is a picture taken down at that range of Ted Hoad and myself with
Haydn Maingot and Aubrey Roberts. We cleared this range on Sunday mornings, Saturday
evenings and bank holidays as far as I remember. They had horsenicker trees or vines up in
there and we got more horsenicker plimplers up in our fingers clearing out that range. We built
a frame to put the targets on, and a back-stop for the bullets, and we shot there for some time.
Then we moved the pistol range out onto the tennis court/parade area along-side a sand bank
partition between us and the main 303 target area. There are one or two pictures taken there.

We used to invite teams from the British and American naval vessels that came in.  In those
days you could go on board the Men-of-War ships that came in, and Haydn used to go off and

ask to speak to the Executive Officer of the ship and arrange these shoots. After work in the
evenings we would go and collect them at the Baggage Warehouse or down at the harbour,
and they would bring some weapons. We used to shoot 9 millimeter pistols then. Most of us

Needham’s Point range – Ted Hoad, Clarence O’Neale, me,
Aubrey Roberts, Haydn Maingot

Shooting at Needham’s point – unknown, unknown, unknown, Haydn
Maingot, me, Aubrey Roberts

U.S. Navy team competes against some locals. Me, Dick Brown, Haydn Maingot at Needham’s.
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had Luger pistols - eight inch barrel, 9 mm artillery Lugers. We used to beg them to leave us
what ammunition they didn't use. They didn't mind, and gave us whatever they had left over.
We used to shoot a friendly match, and afterwards we would talk with them and carry them
back to the boat. Sometimes we would have some cool drinks. That went on for years, and I
have some pictures of them. I have one picture of a shoot with the American aircraft carrier
USS Intrepid - the old one. There was a chap there in charge of the Marines, Captain
Westonburger. He was a terrific chap.
I remember one time we went on board an English Man-of-War in the harbour. Haydn used to
be the spokesman. After we had arranged the shooting match we went to the Ward Room and
sat down and had a drink with them, and Haydn said "if you have any spare 9 millimeter. . . .
.". The fellow said "oh yes, we know all about that. - Barbados asks for 9 millimeter, Trinidad
asks for .22  ....".  We didn't realize that when the fellows went back to England they must
have told each other if they were going to the West Indies to be prepared for the fellows in
Barbados begging for this and that! Then one morning, I remember we went off in a launch
from the Baggage Warehouse to this big American aircraft carrier. When we got up the
gangway, the officers asked us to stay and have brunch with them. Haydn was between these
two officers and he made a joke with them and slapped them both on the back, and you could
see from the looks of the other officers that it was absolutely infra dig to do a thing like that.
Haydn is a character when it comes to that sort of thing - he doesn't care.
Another time, Haydn saw one of the Gunnery Officers, who used to arrange these shoots at
the Baggage Warehouse, and went and asked if we could have a little pistol match. The fellow
said "I'm afraid not - we don't have a pistol team on board". Of course Haydn didn't take no for
an answer and said "but you must have fellows who shoot pistols - you have Marines on
board" and the fellow said "no, we don't have anybody that can shoot in a pistol match".
Haydn persisted a little more and said "but this is only a friendly match - nothing to do with
scoring - we only want the fellows to come and shoot with us and enjoy themselves". After a
bit, the fellow said, "Look, let me tell you something, we were out in Tokyo and the Captain of
the ship said that we must arrange social events with the local forces and what-not, and a
fellow arranged this pistol match. They said the same thing - that it was only going to be a
friendly match. We don't have any real pistol shots on board. We have fellows that can shoot
pistols because of the position they are in - Marines and whatever. The Captain persuaded us
to arrange this thing and we got some fellows together and took them to the range, and when
they got there they found TV cameras and press, and the people had all sorts of hot shots,
and of course we got soundly beaten and all before the cameras and what-not, and we don't
intend for that to happen again."  Haydn persuaded him that it was just for a little sport, and
eventually he agreed and we had a good time. Haydn gave himself the position of "a member
of the Fleet Entertainment Committee".
One thing that did come out of all these shoots was with the same Westonburger, and a chap
called Petty Officer Hunt and another fellow - I have a picture with their names. We had this
shoot, and they put the details in a newspaper they published on board.  The boat was in port
for two or three days, and they brought us a copy of it. I'm sorry I never kept it, and I don't
know who ever had it, but the paper said they had arranged this shoot with the Barbados
Pistol Team. We used to refer to Aubrey Roberts as the "Field Marshall", and in the press
release it said "Barbados' Field Marshall Roberts took part". We gave Aubrey hell about that.
They were good times. In those days you didn't have to worry at all about security - carrying
the guns through Customs and so on. Whatever 9mm ammunition the fellows had left over
they would leave with us, and we used to keep it for our shooting or sell it at 10 cents a round.
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After Needham's Point, we moved up to behind the Drill Hall down on the beach - what we call
the Beach Range - and I've got some pictures of that.
We shot there for a long time, and then eventually through the efforts of Milton Tucker we
went to Waterford. Milton went to Marcel DeVerteuil, who was Chairman of the Sports
Federation, who had a large area at Waterford to build the Stadium which the Lions, I think,
provided. We got a section of that to put up our range through Milton and his friendship with
DeVerteuil. Milton did a lot of work on that. Milton Tucker was a real worker and he had
shooting at heart in a sense, but he also got his own personal sort of "grandiosement" out of
shooting. He liked publicity for himself and that sort of thing, which some people do and
there's nothing wrong with that. You couldn't disagree with him - he would always have to be
right. He did a lot for shooting with the BRA and the Small Bore, and was about the best rifle
shot we had at that time. It was a pity that we had a fall-out for several years. We never could
agree with him and he had to have his way. I'm sorry he died in that situation. He died at
Bisley after a shooting match he was attending with his wife June. He will be long
remembered in the shooting fraternity because he was well known all through the West Indies
and England, and a good shot from a young fellow.
The range at Waterford was converted, half to a 25 meter pistol range and half to a 50 meter
range. Afterwards, Johnny Bowen and his family helped with barbecues at Ebor House and
we raised money and got enough to finish that section of the range. Maurice Correia helped a
lot financially and in getting things done, and we were able to complete the second half of the
range. We left the whole first section for 50 meter rifle, and we put up a wall around the other
half of the land we had and built the 25 meter pistol with 24 positions. We shot standard pistol
and rapid fire pistol, and the 38 centre fire match, and then we had a little 10 meter air rifle
and air pistol range adjacent to the club house section which was a joint club house and a 10
metre "plinking range" for beginners.
I went on some shooting trips. The first was in 1966 when I went away to the Commonwealth

Barbados team to Commonwealth Games in Jamaica, 1966. Me in second row kneeling, center.
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Games in Jamaica. The team consisted of me to shoot pistol only, Milton Tucker, George
Brancker and Frank Edwards. Milton and Frank shot .303, and Milton and George shot .22
English match rifles. We went to Jamaica with the Barbados contingent.  Mr. Louis Lynch, the
Principal of Lynch's Secondary School in Roebuck Street and Chairman of the Barbados
Olympic Association, was the overall manager of the Barbados Commonwealth Games team.
Michael Simmonds was the Chef de Mission or whatever they called him, and was basically in
charge. Steve Stoute was there as secretary of the Olympic Association, and his brother was

in the cycling. I have pictures of the team as a whole taken in Jamaica.
We stayed at the University in Mona, and had a fantastic two weeks. We were about the last
team to leave. The food was terrific and we were really treated very well. It was the first time
that I had experienced an Opening Ceremony for these Games, and to me it was the most
fantastic feeling that I have ever had. When we marched out onto the track and around the
stadium to the military band playing some march or the other, none of us could really march
too good, but it really was something that made me feel like a million dollars. I met Jack

Banks Beer trophy winners 1975 in competition against Trinidad.
Sitting (l-r) Cavour Morris, Harry Babb, me with Banks trophy, Tyrone
Barnett. Standing (l-r) Milton Tucker, Haydn Maingot, Aubrey Roberts,
John Bowen, Carl Downie, Oliver Grant, Anthony Wood.

Commonwealth Postal Match winners 1975. (l-r) Haydn
Maingot, Patrick Downie, Desmond Maughn, Aubrey
Roberts, John Bowen, me, Michael Parris.

Receiving medals from for Commonwealth postal shoot in early 60’s –
me, ? Hyndman, Aubrey Roberts, Haydn Maingot, Governor – Sir John
Stowe

In Trinidad (1975) at Southern Games – me, Arthur Watson,
Harry Babb, John Bowen, Desmond Maughn
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Ramsey while there, Geoffrey Read and his wife, and Rex Allamby and his wife. A Barbadian
called Keith Lewis and his wife took me over to Ocho Rios for a day where Jack Ramsey was
spending time.
The next trip I went on was to Panama. Haydn came with us this time, and Milton Tucker,
Cavour Morris.  I have pictures in my album of that trip to Panama City in 1970. We had
another terrific time there. The range was quite far away from the main Games Village, and
we used to go out in a bus. I don't remember what score I had but I didn't do so well. (See
pictures in my Shooting Album.)
After that we went to Venezuela to shoot - not a big Games but just an ordinary triangular
between Barbados, Trinidad & Tobago and Venezuela.  The first match was in Port of Spain,
and that was one of the first times I went to one of the other islands to shoot. The range was
at La Siva in Maraval. The rifle part of the Small Bore Club went, and there are pictures in the
album of us.
In 1979 I went with the Barbados contingent to Puerto Rico to shoot in the Pan-American
Games. Johnny Bowen and myself shot air pistols, and Aubrey Roberts came as manager
and Haydn Maingot as gunsmith, I think. I came one before last and Johnny came last, but
again it was our first air pistol shoot away from home, and we had not too long started to shoot
air pistols. It was the first time we had experienced automatic targets where they ran in and
out, which was very much different to what we had been training with. This is why you have to
go and play matches to see how things are done. But again we had a nice time in Puerto
Rico. I saw Robert Chaviano who I knew from before in the business world.  We made other
trips to Puerto Rico to compete in Pan-American Gun Club shoots. I really enjoyed those.
These trips were in the latter days of my shooting. I am sorry that I didn't get into it before. It is
very important to compete with outside competition. You can't just do it locally but you have to
travel and acclimatize yourself to the different conditions - the excitement and nervousness
that you are always faced with when you compete at big events. To do well you have to gear
yourself up and get accustomed to competition. Dick DeCasaries told us once when he came
to Barbados the first time that every year there was a shoot somewhere and we should try and
go, and I'm sorry that we didn't make the effort. In those days I didn't have that much money
for travelling, and you had to pay certain expenses. But they were some great times we had in
competitions, and some good memories that I can relive when looking at the pictures.
As I said, I've been in shooting for a long time, and I'm sorry I had to give it up to come to
Canada but everything comes to an end. The new Barbados range has automatic turning
targets which work under compressed air, and they also have 50 meter revolving targets, but
they have given a lot of trouble. In the old days, we used to use a whistle and you had to stop
and start shooting on a whistle. I was made an honorary life member of the Small Bore Rifle
and Pistol Federation in 1993 because of my committee work through the years. I served as
the Secretary for many years and Treasurer for many years, and served as Chairman of the
committee for a year, so I put a lot of years into the club and enjoyed all of it. That's my
shooting days in Barbados.
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T. Herbert Limited
I think I should not end this without saying something about T. Herbert Limited, the family
business in which I worked from 1946 up to 1988 when it was actually closed on November

30th, 1988. I am going to quote parts of an article which came out in the Barbados Advocate
in December 1962, detailing an interview given by Daddy to the reporter. This was just after
the 100th anniversary – or roughly one hundred years since the company had been founded.
This is the only information that is available now.
"Modern machines click on at the century old firm of T. Herbert Limited on the corner of
Roebuck Street and Magazine Lane. Loose-leaf ledgers have been in use for years, and there
is evidence of modem methods of office procedure. But in the early days of the firm, the day's
business was recorded on a slate. At the beginning of the day the slate was clean, and a new
day's work was recorded. 'No taxation of any kind or records kept', thus said the tall 70-year
old Chairman, Mr. John Herbert Badley. (Daddy was born on October 18th, 1892, and he died
on October 20th, 1975.  He joined the company in 1906 and was a mere fourteen years' old
when he went to work at T. Herbert Limited.  He wasn't actually going to work every day in
1975, but worked until 1973 or 74 - that's 60 odd years.)   He went on to say 'When I joined
the business in 1906 there were bound ledgers which had to be moved by the porter from the
shelf to the desk'. Mr. Badley said with a twinkle in his eye 'Personally I do not use adding
machines except for very long columns. I still like to exercise my brain'." Daddy never used a
calculating machine. All the stock of T. Herbert Limited which was kept in fractions, not in
decimal points, was calculated, and there were some 60 foolscap pages or more he
calculated using pencil and paper, so he really exercised his brain.

T. Herbert Ltd. after facelift in 1939. The original facade from Roebuck Street.
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Magazine Lane, Bridgetown. “Herbuts” Lumber Yard in Magazine Lane.

Delivery vehicle. Bruce’s Alley and the “back” bond.

"The firm T. Herbert Limited celebrated its centenary last year (1961). This was an event
which passed almost unnoticed in the commercial life of the Island. The firm was founded in
1860 by Mr. Thomas Herbert Jr. who was born in 1837. He was a young, enterprising and
ambitious man of 23 when he founded the business and saw a bright future ahead. The
1860's were days of excitement for Barbados. In 1860 there was a destructive fire that swept
across High Street and threatened to burn out the drugstore of John Gill. In the same year, the
United States Consul, Mr. Noel Towner died in Barbados. He was buried with full military
honours, and the Governor, Sir Francis Hinks, and Rear Admiral Sir Alex Milne, attended the
funeral, and the 3rd West Indian Regiment under Major Robson. Then in 1861 Barbados
buzzed with excitement. There was a visit of royalty and the Barbados Legislature voted
£9,600 for the entertainment of Prince Albert, then Duke of Edinburgh. (This was Queen
Victoria's son, I think.) Then, as now, emigration was an important factor in the economic life
of the Island and we find 291 Barbadians emigrated to Liberia. It is stated that a Barbadian
afterwards became President of Liberia. The business of the century- old firm was done at
that time within the present site by the Montefiore Fountain which is now opposite the Public
Library. The fountain was formerly at the Lower Green and was the first site of piped public
water and opened in 1865 by the Acting Governor, Major Mundy. In the same year the Acting
Governor opened the Public Fountain Gardens at Trafalgar Square. Mr. Thomas Herbert,
founder of the firm, died at the early age of 49 in 1886 after being in charge of the business for
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26 years. Mr. George Herbert, brother of Mr. Thomas Herbert, then entered the business and
he directed it for 37 years until he died in 1923."
I believe Mr. George Herbert was working at DaCosta's - something to do with the shipping, I
think. Daddy always told me that George Herbert was credited with either the invention of, or
the perfection of the "Spider" which was a two-wheeled metal cart that transported a

puncheon of
molasses. There are
pictures of it in my
album and it is a very
ingenious thing, the
way it was designed.
It straddled the
puncheon which was
lifted on two chains.
The back of the
puncheon having
been put under the
chain, the front end
was raised by pulling
a lever down which
formed a sort of
fulcrum, so that you

could lift a heavy weight with very little effort. A puncheon could then be moved from place to
place, like from the warehouse or the road where it was filled, to the crane which lifted it and
put it in the lighter and transported it out to the ship in the harbour, or put it on board a
schooner in the Careenage.

'"What eventful years these have been. On the death of Mr. George Herbert in 1923, the
business proprietorship passed on to Mr. Herbert's sister, Miss Susan Herbert.  (There were
three sisters - Jane, Helen and Susan. Susan was the last surviving, and I think all the money
went to her.)  It was carried on for her by Mr. Herbert's trusted friend and confidential clerk,
Mr. William Walter Shepherd (this would be Alan Shepherd's father). Miss Herbert died in
1925, two years after her brother, and her trustees, Mr. Walter Shepherd, Mr. Sidney Winston
Herbert (Granny Badley's brother), and Mr. John Herbert Badley (Daddy) took over the
management of T. Herbert and Co. There was another change in the business a year later
when the firm was turned into a private limited liability company (that was in 1926 and it
remained as such until it was closed in 1988) and the three above-mentioned formed the
Board of Directors. In 1936 Mr. Sidney Herbert died, and Mr. Tom Herbert (Hazel and
Yvonne's father) came onto the Board of Directors. In 1936 Mr. Winston Badley (Daddy's
brother) also joined the Board. (Uncle Win was a much heavier built person than Daddy and
was a very good cricketer. He played for the Georgetown, Guyana cricket team and also
played for Pickwick. Winston Badley died in 1961, and Mr. Tom Herbert died in 1957.)
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Joining the Board in 1937 was Frederick Lawrence Reed (Uncle Fred)."  He is Pamela's father
who worked at the Royal Bank and had been transferred to Trinidad, but came back to work at
T. Herbert Limited in 1937; he was Granny Badley's son-in-law. Old Grandpa Badley also died
in 1937, the week before the riots. Uncle Fred also will be remembered as being Head of the
Harbour Patrol during the last war, and he and seven others used to man the "Hazel Y", Uncle
Tom's launch, fitted out with two depth charges to go out looking for submarines. I mentioned
this earlier in the section about the torpedo attack.
The article goes on to say that Uncle Ted, (Aunt Jenny's husband Edward Beachamp
Williams), who was son-in-law of Mr. Sidney Herbert and had a Master's Certificate in the
Merchant Marines, came into the company. Uncle Fred died in 1947. I then came on to work
in 1946 and joined the Board of Directors in 1951.  Another part of the article quotes Daddy
where he said he owned "War Cloud" and took part in racing. At the time the article was
written in 1962, Daddy had been with the firm for 55 years and he was asked what changes

T. Herbert Ltd. Staff 1930’s. Sidney Herbert second from left. Me behind desk at the lumber yard in 1988.

Maynard Alder (white suit), Mr. E.G. Wilkie fourth from left. Staff in the late 40’s, Padmore Payne, ?, Mr. E.G. Wilkie, me,
Oliver Barnes, Noel Goddard.
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he had seen.  He said he had seen several changes, the most significant being the buying
habits of the people who were looking for more expensive types of fittings. He went on to talk
about the conditions in Barbados. The old time people really took a pride in their work which is
true. The article also spoke about "Richmond", the old Herbert home in Richmond Gap which
was sold to the government after being in the family for 109 years. The government uses it as
a technical training school.
That really is just an outline of the company, T. Herbert Limited. In 1988 we closed down the
lumberyard first and sold off all the stock, mostly to Carter & Company, and then we did the
same thing with the hardware store. We had an auction sale to get rid of all that was left. On
the last evening, Norman Mahon who was the Office Manager and myself went downstairs in
Magazine Lane there, shut the door, and I said "Norman this is the last time I'll be doing this
with you or with anybody", put the keys in my bag and next day took them up to the Barbados
Mutual who had bought the property. Carters took over the book debts, and we severed the
staff, and the company came to an end after 128 years in business in Bridgetown. It closed,
paying off all its debts without anybody saying they were owed money.
There was one problem about a year after I went to work at Carter's. A chap came in with a
cash bill for a toilet and a basin which he had bought a year before and asked us to keep for
him. Of course I didn't know anything about it and nobody in the hardware remembered
anything about it, and everything had been sold oft. I told him I was very sorry, that we had
advertised for people to claim whatever was owed by T. Herbert Limited and nobody came,
and therefore there was nothing I could do.

Final Thoughts
This is the end of my memoir tapes.
There is only one thing that I would like to say to all my grand-children who are interested in
the things that happened in my life, that whatever they go for, go for it seriously. It takes a lot
of work to be good at anything. You have to read about it, talk about it and explore every
avenue of whatever it is. In my shooting, it was different positions of holding the gun, types of
guns, and so on, and you have to watch other shooters and what they do and enquire what
sort of mistakes they have made. What suits somebody doesn't necessarily suit the next
person, so you have to experiment and do what suits you. It depends what it is. If it's
swimming, you have to practice and you learn actions and positions and that sort of thing, but
basically it takes a lot of practice if you want to get to the top. I'm afraid although I always liked
a gun and shooting and did train to a point and read and kept interested in the sport, I never
practiced and trained as hard as I could have. It would have been difficult with my work at
Herberts and what-not, but I believe I could have done better if I had really put my mind more
to it. But anyway I had a good time.


